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WHERE DOES THE GENERAL GO RIGHT? - A REBUTTAL

II Avalon Hill Philosophy - Part 33 II~he ~VAtON *HILt @~~~m~J1
... a losing venture published bi-monthly
pretty close to the middle of January,
March, May, July, September, and Novem
ber. The General is published by The Avalon
Hill Company almost solely for the cultural
edification of the serious game aficionado. It
helps sell our merchandise, too.

Articles from subscribers are considered
for publication at the whim and fancy of
members of our erudite editorial staff and
company baseball team. To merit co!"!sidera
tion, articles must be typewritten double
spaced and not exceed 1,000 words. Ac
companying examples and diagrams must be
drawn in black or red ink. Payment for
accepted articles is made according to the
dictates of the voting subscribers.

A ful/-year subscription costs $4.98 {over
seas subscribers add $6.00 to cover airmail.}
Back issues cost $1.00 each: out-of-stock
issues are Vol. 1, No's. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6; Vol. 3,
No.1; Vol. 4, NO.4.

To facilitate correspondence, we suggest
that all envelopes to Avalon Hill be marked
in the lower left-hand corner as follows:

Purchases of The General: Subscription
Dept. - Gertrude Zombro.

Purchases of games, play-by-mail kits, and
game parts: Order Dept. - Christy Shaw_

Questions concerning play: Research &
Design Dept_ - Randy Reed.

Articles for publication: Editor-in-Ghief.
Requests for Brochures: Advertising Dept.
Requests for Parts Lists: Parts Dept".
Letters to the Editor: Editor-in-Ghief.

CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS?

You've got to let us know at least four
weeks in advance. Be sure to let us know the
zip code of both your old and new address.

Typesetting: Colonial Composition
Printing: Monarch Office Services, Inc.

Copyright 1972 The Avalon Hill Company
Baltimore, Maryland. Printed in USA

COVER STORY
The state of the art took another step forward

last month in San Diego. That's when Spartan
International was appointed official Avalon Hill
representative at the Hobby Trade and Consumer
Show held in the southern California city. Its
purpose: to inform the public (the consumers)
and the trade (retailers) what the latest fad in
hobbies were all about.

In one of many 10' x 10' booths set up by a
variety of manufacturers, Spartan personnel cor
raled thousands of spectators, indoctrinating them
thoroughly in the art of wargaming.

Ten uniformed officers and members of the
SICL manned the Avalon Hill booth from lOAM
through 9 PM. "It was the best-manned booth in
the entire show," exclaimed spokesman Dan
Hoffbauer. "And the booth was unique in that it
offered activity - at least two board games were
always in progress thus simplifying the need for
verbal explanations to passers-by."

{continued page 3}

In the previous issue we reprinted a letter from
John Van Devender, as sort of a representation of
what many people found wrong with this maga
zine. We counter-attacked as best we could; but
not half as well as do Messrs McGuire and Tucker
who really lay into Mr. Van Devender.

So - we're going to let our readers do the
talk ing by reprinting these rebuttals, not only
because they defend us better than we did
ourselves but it satisfies those who want us to
"kill the stuff our staffers are doing."

Dear Sir:
I recieved my copy of the March-April '72

GENERAL in the mail this mon'ling, and I was
distressed to read John Van Devender's opinions
in the AH Philosophy-Part 32. Willing to man the
parapets in defense of your magazine, I rushed to
my typewriter to pen a hasty rebuttal to Mr. Van
Devender's barrage.

Mr. Van Devender opens with a full broadside
aimed at a lack of AH feedback. I'm not at all
sure what he meant by his innuendo that AH is
probably uninterested in his opinion. Any busi
ness that operates without responding to the
needs and desires of its customers won't last very
long. The fact that 13-year-old AH is steadily
gaining a secure position of leadership in the
adult games market {refer to Philosophy-Part 31},
and the fact that the GENERAL is entering its
ninth year of publication are sufficient evidence
that AH is satisfying a significant number of
people. The GENERAL does reflect a responsive
attitude. The Question Box, which responds to
readers questions on game play, was included in
three of the last six issues; a total of twenty
seven letters were printed in the Letters section
of the last six issues; the !nfiltration Report, with
its news of non-AH activities for games, was
included in five of the last six issues; the
Organized Wargamer has appeared twice; the
Operation Contact survey was run in the
September-October '71 issue; and the AH survey
was run in the last issue. To my way of thinking,
this is responsive publishing. The very fact that
AH devoted a full page to Mr. Van Devender and
his opinions speaks for the attitude of the
GENERAL staff on feedback.

Mr. Van Devender's next rounds are fired at
the standardization of the Opponents Wanted
section. Here, Mr. Van Devender displays a pecul
iar attitude toward wargaming. Personally, I am
not interested in reading the "Let the rabid ranks
of wargamedom know that 'The Executioner' is
amongst the eager to trample them indiscrimin
ately into the battlefield muck-type of drivel"
The standard format now used for Opponents
Wanted ads is both useful and sophisticated. If
wargamers are interested in "entertaining" ads
they should try reading the classifieds in an
"underground" newspaper.

Mr. Van Devender then unleashes a salvo at the
idea of reprinted articles from other wargame
magazines. There is simply nothing wrong with
this policy. Many GENERAL readers, nopice and
veteran, may not have had an opportunity to

read the articles in their original printings, and
those readers might enjoy the reprints. For their
part, GENERAL subscribers who halle already
seen the articles might be generous and not jump
up too quickly to register their complaints. After
all, readers can hardly claim that the GENERAL
is flooded with reprints (only six reprints in the
last six issues).

Finally, Mr. Van Devender insists on pointing
out the printing error in the last issue. One of my
Air Force jobs involves compiling and printing a
300 page information digest every month. From
that personal experience [ know that errors will
occur in publications epen after extensive proof
reading. The only valid point Mr. Van Devender
has made is that no Q!!f. is infallible - not even
the GENERAL staff

The GENERAL is also not perfect - no one
claimed pelfection. But it is a succes,jid and
valuable addition to wargaming literature.
Granted, the GENERAL "pushes" AH products,
but that is why it exists. The GENERAL exists
to prOVide worthwhile information and ideas to
AH game owners. In that endeavor, it is a solid
success.

Mr. Van Devender closes his letter with the
thought that he might yet resubscribe, even
though he is thoroughly dissatisfied with the
GENERAL, and ominously suspicious of the
motivations of the GENERAL staff 1 will close
my letter with the thought that no will have to
twist my arm or bribe me when renewal time
rolls around - for another year of enjoyable
reading.

Michael W. McGuire
PSC Box 5387
Victorville, California 92392

Mr. McGuire's words are most gratifying and
encouraging. What we, the staff, said in the last
issue would naturally be taken by the reader as a
biased position paper. It's always better to hear it
from a happy subscriber.

Now that we are fairly sure of getting at least
one re-subscriber, let's cover all bases and get a
viewpoint from 5/5gt. Robert E. Tucker, who
represents those who have subscribed to The
General for the first time:

Gentlemen,
I have just received my first copy of your

publication, THE GENERAL, March-April 1972,
and would like to make a few comments if [
may.

First 1 would like to say a little about myself
1 am 25 years old, married and have 1 child. I'm
a S/Sgt. in the Air Force, stationed at Grissom
AFB, !ndiana {just north of Kokomo}. 1 started
wargaming 13 years ago when a friend and 1
devised our own table top game, using Airfix
infantry and AHM armor and equipment. We did
our own research on movement, firepower, etc. 1
discovered AH at the tender age of 14 - a friend
had gotten Gettysburg for Christmas. 1 have been
hooked on AH games ever since. 1 now have 8 of
your games, and still continue with my table top
game also.
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With this background established, I would like

to discuss your publication and Mr. John Van
Devender's letter.

I disagree with his comment in paragraph 4
about discontinuing reprints of articles fi-om
other publications. I do not at present subscribe
to any other publication, and [ know I will find
such articles extremely helpful. I feel that most
of your new subscribers will (or do) feel the same
way. Also, your Old Timers who subscribe to
S&T and others will benefit. A reprint of an
article that appeared before they subscribed is an
example.

I also disagree with your answer. In particular
where you state you are not going to expand into
non-AH literature. [ agree that an article on say,
Napoleonic table top games, does not deal with
AH prOducts, but it does provide knowledge on
another type of wargame. I am not saying this
should be a regular feature, but [ or 2 articles a
year would not be out of line. I realize your
publication should and must deal with AH and
similar games. This is well and proper. But I feel
that any publication about wargaming, regardless
of the type it is slanted towards, should still
comment on wargaming in general (no pun
intended.) Such articles would be of benefit to
those "newbies" you mentioned. In line with
this, perhaps you would run a section on where'
to write fi)r subscriptions to wargame mags such
as S&T and others. I know your publication is
not intended to drum up business for somebody
else, but it might bring in a little money in
advertising, and would help such as myself who
do not know where to write.

I agree with Mr. Van De vender on two points.
([) Put in announcements and discussions on new
games. It' you are putting out a new game, I
really want to know about it. As an example,
your "blurb" on FRANCE 40 was far too short. I
would like to see more detail such as some of the
rules, situations, etc. (2) Your "Opponents
Wanted" section. The type was so small, it almost
required a magnifying glass to read it. You listed
the ads alphabetically by states, but with no
space or separation between each state. This is, I
know, a minor complaint, but it irritated me.

All in all, I found THE GENERAL fascinating,
informative, and invaluable in upgrading the
quality of my wargaming. I am very pleased with
my first issue, and plan for a long association.

S/Sgt. Robert E. Tucker
1239 Chanute
Grissom AFB, 1N. 46970

Even in defense of The General there is
disagreement. To paraphrase an old adage, "You
can please some of the people all the time and all
the people some of the time, but you can't please
all 'the people all the time." certainly applies in
magazine publishing.

But we do listen to our readers. We are ever
cognizant of our shortcomings, and make at
tempts to rectify them.

One such attempt will be readily noticeable
within the year. Effective with July-August issue,
The General will have a new editor - Donald
Greenwood. Greenwood has joined the full-time
Avalon Hill staff as Research & Design Director.
His responsibilities lie directly in the area of
providing our customers with the best gaming
service his expertise offers. Planned changes to
the literary content (If The General "will be
meaningful," and not for the sake of change
alone.

The General will be of even greater value in
the areas of tactical and strategic help in play.
Greenwood plans to establish greater rapport with
the many clubs that sponsor tournaments. As we
enter our 9th publishing year, we are confident
that The General will emerge as the industry
bible in the not too distant future. For now, we
thank the many loyal subscribers who have
stayed with The General during the past eight
years ... and the many McGuires and Tuckers
who make the publishing of this magazine all fun
and games (pun intended).

a Realistic

Solution
by Ernest S. Gore

Any PBM war game poses the special problem
of determining the outcome of the battles in a
truly random fashion. Any method used must
satisfy the conditions that, (i) at the time of
making a move, neither player must know the
outcome of each battle, and (ii) the outcome of
anyone battle must be independent of the
outcome of any other battle.

The method suggested by Avalon .Hill of
determining PBM battles relies on stock market
quotations. This method satisfies the conditions
for random outcomes but it suffers from some
drawbacks. The stock market quotations may not
be readily available, and in some more remote
areas may not be easy to obtain short of a
subscription to the Wall Street Journal. In addi
tion new combat results tables must be used
which differ from the ones in the original game
since the stock market quotations use the ten
digits from zero to nine whereas the original
game uses a die with the digits one to six.

I have devised a simple system of determining
combat results which obviates the drawbacks
inherent in stock market quotations. The attacker
rolls the die for each battle just as in the original
game and records the results of the die roll for "
each battle. On the same day that the attacker
mails his move, his opponent mails him a se
quence of numbers, each number of the sequence
corresponding to one of the digits one to six.
These numbers are chosen at random by rolling a
die for each position in the sequence. Each
position in the sequence corresponds to a battle,
for example the sixth position would correspond
to the sixth battle. Upon receiving his opponent's
letter, each player has before him a set of
"coordinates" for each battle consisting of two
digits. The actual die roll which is used to
determine the outcome of each battle is then
obtained from the following table:

I 2 3 4 5 6

I I 2 3 4 5 6

2 2 3 4 5 6 I

3 3 4 5 6 I 2

4 4 5 6 I 2 3
5 5 6 I 2 3 4

6 6 I 2 3 4 5

THE GENERAL
Thus a battle described by the coordinates 42
will be decided by an actual die roll of 5.
Because this table has the property that each of
the digits one to six occurs once and only once
in each row and column, it satisfies the condi
tions for insuring that the outcome of each battle
will be random. Furthermore the table is sym
metric, thus the actual die roll is independent of
the order of the coodinates. For example the
coordinates 42 give the same result as 24. This
ensures that no confusion can result from the
players getting the order of the coordinates
reversed.

In order to use this method the date of each
player's move must be known in advance to each
player. A simple solution to this is to make one
move each week on the same day of the week.
Ernest Gore
60 W. 8th Ave. Apt. Al
Columbus, Ohio 4320 J

- continued from page 2
"The actual play of the games is what at

tracted the attention of, perhaps, 8,000 people
who passed by during the long day," claimed
Hoffbauer. "To present an AH game in the
proper light to a person who has never seen one
before, it was essential that we project the
competitive aspects of it. Competition is what it
is all about."

This philosophy echoes the credo of Spartan
International, itself, a gaming fraternity founded
five years ago by Russell Powell for the express
purpose of elevating the "art" to the professional
level enjoyed by chess.

This professional approach, manifested at the
show through the appearance of the Spartan
people in their black and white regalia, made
quite an impression. While some of it was
negative, being labeled with the onus of mili
taney, the majority of the comments were
favorable. The overall impression was one of
admiration for people so dedicated to a hobby
that were willing to shed individ ualism for the
sake of teamwork.

"The real problem," stated Russell Powell, "is
that too many wargamers are reluctant to come
out and declare themselves as wargamers. Too
many tend to be defensive, as if to admit that it
is not the thing to do. The SICL has found that
on the whole both wargaming and patch shirts
are given a much more positive tone when you
are not afraid to stand up for your beliefs and
tell people what it is all about."

The SICL told it to businessmen, teachers,
college students, mothers, and many retailers
covering the show for new ideas and items. To
the SICL personnel who spent many wearying
hours in demonstration, the show was a fantastic
success. (We know from the increase in hobby
store business recently effected.)

"The show taught us to stop hiding in closets,"
relates Powell. "It's time to step out into the
public and tell it like it is. After all, feHow
wargamers, you have nothing to lose buy your
solitaire opponent."

We couldn't have said it better ourselves.
Spartan International did our job for us, and did
it better. For this, Avalon Hill is eternally
grateful - we are doing all in our power to help
foster such relationships between publisher and
organizations such as SICL and IFW, who sacri
fice many man-hours in dedicated work toward
religiously spreading the gaming word.
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Debate

While I thoroughly enjoyed reading "Indis
pensible For An Historian" by J.E. Pournelle,
Ph.D., in Vol. 8 No. 4 November-December
General I'm afraid a casual reading of his well
written remarks might give readers the false
notion that the American player in Luftwaffe is
bombing German cities or that American Stra
tigists favored such a practice.

The British bombardment policies practiced by
"Bomber Harris" were aimed at the complete and
total destruction of every German city because he
felt that such devastation would bring about an
economic collapse. The American Strategic Bom
bardment objective was to eliminate a key Ger
man industry which would halt production in
most of the other industries. Although the Ameri
cans occasionally participated in City bombing,
such raids were the exception rather than the
rule. Our few city bombardments were usually
made for political reasons whereas the British
motives for such raids were purely economic.

On one occasion, the Americans assisted the
British in bombing a city because the Russians
were approaching and it seemed that such a
combined effort would serve as a gesture of
cooperation and support to Russian force~

When we wrote the rules for Luftwaffe, it
seemed easier to say, "bomb the city," than it
was to say, "bomb the specific factory complex
located within the 20 mile square which is
identified by the name of its largest and most
significant city." Because I had to make repeated
references to these factory complexes, the ex
pedient phrase "bomb the city" was used but it
was not meant to be taken literally. The last
paragraph on page 3 in the 1st column of the
designers notes states, "When more than one
target falls within the same 20 mile square, the
square is named for the most significant industrial
complex within it. Although the square has onlY

by TSGT Lou Zocchi

With this issue we start the first of its kind
any-.yhere . .. a series of service articles dealing
with playing ORIGINS OF WWII by mail. This
new series will feature the latest happenings in
the world of postal Origins with notices of game
openings and magazines coming into print for this
express purpose. An article or two will also deal
with various aspects of play itself; however,
emphasis will be centered on getting people into
postal play rather than outlining actual strategies
of play. We will leave that up to the experts who
will expound such views in their respective
magazines (listed in the accompanying text).

chances to destroy them on the ground. The
shortage of jet bases is an Achilles heel which can.
and should be exploited tactically.

I agree with Dr. Pournelle's opinion that
the "roll-up" attack, in which the first waves
blast near bases, the next wave deeper bases, etc.
can be of great military value. In real life such a
procedure is highly effective, but because of the
time/distance/numbers ratio used to design Luft
waffe. it is not applicable or effective in the
game. So to restate my case and avoid confusion
I'm going to recap a little by saying that the
indiscriminate destruction of bases which accom
modate regular fighters produces little but the
selective destruction of jet bases can be highly
beneficial. There are too many regular fighter
bases which can be used as alternates. Unless a
grounded unit is destroyed as the base is bombed,
it is better to leave them alone. On the other
hand, there are few jet bases and the destruction
of just one causes the German to over crowd his
remaining bases and double refueling time for all
jets, or lose the services of a jet when it lands at
a non-jet base and risk its subsequent strafing or
bombing.

Diplotnacy
General

POSTAL ORIGINS - I
by Edi Birsan

At the present time there are eight magazines
handling the play of postal Origins. All of the
'zines are an ou tgrowth of the Postal Diplomacy
movement that has expanded over the last ten
years providing the present crop of publishers
with the experience and knowledge of problems
that come with the introduction of a game into
the postal circuit. Among the first things done,
was to set up an identification system to code
all games of Origins so tha t the games can be
kept track of and recognized from each other.

This being done by the publisher of the ARENA
and a constant record of all games in progress is
kept by tha t publisher. The second long range
item that was taken care of was a rating system.
In Diplomacy there were no less than 13 dif
ferent types of rating players involving massive
bookkeeping and back tracking as each system
was devised. Presently the ARENA system is the
only one on the books and may hold the line on
the ratings of players against many other systems.

one name, it does not necessarily mean that all
those targets listed on the target pad are phys
ically within that city. Those additional targets
could be in other towns which are somewhere
within that square, but whose name was not
used."

Because the rules continously talk about bomb
ing cities, it is easy to see how Dr. Pournelle
concluded that the game had built-in strategic
mistakes.

Dr. Pournelle's quotations from the Strategic
Bombing Survey showed that German production
increased -in spite of bombing. But German pro
duction was scheduled to increase whether we
bombed their factories or not! I believe that if
we had not bombed, their production figures
would have been higher than what has been
recorded. While strategic bombardment did not
turn out to be the overwhelming success we
thought it should be, it was not such an
overwhelming blunder that we'd have been better
off to eliminate planes and produce only Land
armies or naval units.

Increased production does not occur overnight.
New equipment had been acquired and installed
in accordance with the German production
scheme. Furthermore, Hitler felt that a woman's
place was in the home and rejected plans to use
them on production jobs until late in the war.
The impact of working women almost doubled
the available labor force overnight. New equip
ment and an expanded labor force must make an
impact on production even when some of the
production facilities are being destroyed.

Many people have questioned the value of air
power. During WW II, the most intelligent indi
viduals were usually sent to the Air Corps.
Although we can be justifiably proud of the
combat records established by our armies, it is
fascinating to speculate about how much more
effective those armies might have been if the Air
Corps had not drawn off the majority of high
intelligence personnel.

But instead of speculating about what could
have happened if there had been no Air Corps,
why not speculate on what could have happened
if the R.A.F. had participated in our strategic
bombardment campaign? To simulate their assist
ance, increase to 10 the number of targets the
R.A.F. may attempt to destroy each quarter.

Dr. Pournelle also questioned the value of
attacking air bases. I hope it is clear to everyone
who read his article that neither he nor I
advocate destroying of bases as the sole method
for achieving victory. The destruction of bases is
a possibility in the game which should be

,exploited for its tactical value only, i.e. Me 262's
are almost invincible in the air, but very vulner
able on the ground. Since range limitations
prohibit B-25's, B-26's & A-20's from bombing
remote strategic targets, they can be effective as
jet base destroyers. While this is similar to their
role in real life, continuously using them for this
one function is self defeating because proper
German anticipation prevents them from reaching
their targets. Occasionally letting a B-17 or B-24
separate from the stack to destroy a nearby jet
base multiplies the German defensive burden.

Jets refuel more frequently than other planes
and require special airports from which to oper
ate. The destruction of one jet base without the
corresponding destruction of its planes auto
matically doubles refueling time for niese fight
ers. Prolonged refueling time diminishes the num
ber of sorties they can fly and increases American

(J(J(Jon
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P-47D Republic Thunderbolt

Me 262A-1 by Messerschmitt

.~.......A
one
540 mph at 19,684 flo
440 mph
36,565 ft.
652 miles
four 30-mm M K 108 can
nons

one
437 mph at 25,000
ft.
362
41,900 ft.
2,300 with tanks
950 without tanks
Six 50 caliber machine
guns and up to 2,000 Ibs.
of bombs or 10 five
inch rockets.

crew
max speed
cruising speed
service ceiling
max range
armament

Armament

Crew
Max speed
Cruising speed
Service ceiling
Max range

Armament

Crew
Max speed

Cru isi ng speed
Service ceiling
Max range

one
429 mph at 30,000
350
42,000
1800with tanks
590 without tanks
850 caliber machine
guns and up to 2,500
Ibs. of bombs or 10
rockets.

More commonly known as the Jug, this sturdy
workhorse served well as a fighter and a
ground attack aircraft.

airforce for lack of fuel). Except from this ruling
all ME-262 squadrons and in the case of ME-262
squadron JV44 add one to the E rating as it was
composed of the elite of the Luftwaffe.

A note on tactics: The basic thing for the
German to remember is Get The Bombers!
Although at times the American fighters are
tempting targets they are irrelevant since they
cannot destroy ground targets. If you have a
choice between attacking fighters and bombers
get the bombers. If necessary allow fighter units
to be destroyed nex t turn. The American gener
ally has a limited number of bombers and
replacements and when these are gone he has had
it.

For the American player salvation lies in the
proper use of his aircraft. P-38s should be placed
on close escort due to the fact that they have
long range and aren't very fantastic in combat.
These will help to soak up the first losses. The
P-47s and P-51 s should roam about and attempt
to Jump the German fighters at the earliest
opportunity. Try to keep them out of a position
from which they may be jumped by large forces
of German figh ters. If necessary small units of
fjghters may be used as bait to lure German
fighters away from bomber formations. When
allocating bombers IO targets don't allocate too
few factors to each, they might not get through.
Don't allocate too many either or you may find
out that you have a lot of cities that haven't
been hit.

John Hemry
FIt. Computer
programming Center
San Diego, Calif. 92147

STENCH'! - Herb Barents, 157 State St.,
Zeeland, Mich., 49464. Game fee is subscription
to the 'zine plus a $1 refundable deposit. Coun
tries and National Objectives assigned by Lot.
Subscriptions are: 9 for $1. Deadlines are every
three weeks. Stock Market system is not used,
GM rolls for results. Features: Diplomacy Vari
ents. Only a I page flyer received for review.

DER BEVOLLMACHTIGER und ALTE
SPIEL-BLATTE - Robert Johnson Box 134
Whippany, N.J. 07981. Game fee $3 ;"ith a $1 0;
50 cents refund. Countries assigned by lot.
Subscription rate not known. Deadlines vary from
two weeks to about 25 days. Stock Market
System not used, GM rolls for results. Features:
"Cities" games. Average number of pages: 1.

FREEDONIA - John Boardman, 234 E. 19th
Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11226. Game fee is $3.
Countries assigned by lot. Subscription rate is 8
for $1. Deadlines are two weeks. Stock Market
system used. Features: Game reviews of multi
player non battle games; articles about Origins.
Average number of pages: 5.

NEOPHYTE - Len Lakofka, 1806 N. Rich
mond St., Chicago, III. 60647. Game fee is $2.
Countries assigned by preference. Subscription
rate not known. Deadlines are four weeks. Stock
Market System not used, GM roJls for results.
Features: 'zine for novice only; novice games of
Diplomacy. Average number of pages: 5.

PEERl UBER ALLES - Larry Peery, 816 24th
St., San Diego, Cal., 92102. Game fee $3.
Countries assigned by lot. Subscription rate is
unknown. Deadlines are generally four weeks but
international games have a 6 week deadline.
Stock Market system is not used, GM rolls for
results. Features have not been discussed at this
time. Average number of pages: I.

Luftkrieg
by John Hemry

Luftwaffe, Avalon Hill's latest brainchild, is in
many ways an improvement over other airpower
games. It has its faults though; the majority of
which show up in the basic version. The relatively
smaJl number of planes involved here result in the
fact that a single roll of the die may determine
an entire game. It's possible to eliminate an entire
airforce in one attack. To bring a halt to this
amazing slaughter halve aJl results given on the
CRT in the Basic Game. In case of fractions,
round down. If the result is one, leave it. Some
may say that this makes the German's job harder
but seeing as the whole game is a bit lopsided in
their favor who cares?

When we advance into the more complicated
versions the rules smooth out, somewhat. One
cannot but wonder what Adolf Galland would
have said if he had known that in 1945 he had
the best fighters of any time in the war. He
would also have wondered at the fact that their
quality was as good as in 1943. At this time the
German pilot schools were turning out pilots
which were in many ways comparable to the
Japanese Kamakazi pilots. For this and other
reasons, when using the "Operation Custer," and
tournament and advanced games in 1945 lower
all German aircraft's E rating by one (don't look
like that, you're lucky I didn't ground half your

It soon became apparent to many Game
masters (GM's) that the Stock Market method of
resolving combat was not the easiest method of
reVOlving postal combat and therefore 6 out of
the 8 publishers have the GM roJl for the combat
results. The rationale behind it is that it cuts
down on paper work and if yOll don't trust the
GM you shouldn't be p'laying in his 'zine in the
first place.

The first articles on aspects of Origins appeared
in FREEDONlA with a comparison of the per
centages of pI' aJlocations available to the players
and the possibilities of the alliance of the Western
Powers with Russia. Seeing that the postal play
of Origins is moving into the area of postal
Diplomacy it is only natural that articles of
comparison began to appear. This was done
briefly in ARENA, ANSCHLUSS and most of the
other multi page 'zines.

Rule questions began to pop up almost before
the first game was started and they have been
submitted to Avalon Hill for a final ruling. In
matters of rules peculiar to postal play only, such
as the results of missed moves, the postal Origins
players have attained a fairly universal handling
of all matters involved with missed moves and
orders not received for attacks. This is quite
different from the postal Diplomacy world which
has no less than 5 different ways of handling the
same problems.

Of the ten games recorded during the first
three months of the game's publication there
were 7 historic games, 2 games with mixed
objectives and pI' schedules and one game of the
Anti Bolshevik Crusade. Yet, when one considers
the game openings available now there is plenty
of room for people desiring to play any version
of the game since most GM's will open up any
section of the game almost upon request.

Below are listed the eight 'zines presently
publishing Origins games by mail with brief write
up on each. While game openings vary and are
generally filled quickly the best method of
getting into a game is to subscribe to a 'zine and
let the GM know that you are interested.

ANSCHLUSS - Joseph Antosiak, 3637 Arden
Ave., Brookfield, Ill. 60513, Game Fee: $3 with
a 75 cents refund policy. Countries assigned by
preference. Subscription rate: 12 issues for $1.
Deadline interval: 25 days. Stock Market Combat
results not used. GM rolls for results. Features:
Fiction series called "Fanticca" similar to a press
release without a game & Diplomacy games
occasionally. Average number of pages: 4.

ARENA - Edi Birsan, 48-20 39 St., Long Island
City, N.Y. 11104, Game Fee: $3. Countries
assigned by lot. Subscription rate: 8 for $1.
Deadline interval varies: fast games 2 weeks,
regular games 3 weeks. Stock Market not used,
GM rolls for results. Features: maintains the only
rating system and identification system for postal
Origins; Artilces on Tricks of the Trade, Diplo
macy and Origins; Column devoted to player's
arguments against any GM. Average number of
pages: 6.

BLOOD AND IRON - Lewis Pulsipher, 321 A
Twin Towers, Albion, Mich., 49224. Game fee is
a subscription to the 'zine for the length of the
game. Countries assigned by preference. Subscrip
tion rate: 8 for $1. Deadlines are being shortened
from one month at players choice. Uses the
Stock Market System. Features: Reports on hap
penings in the Variant Postal Diplomacy world
with articles on the events and new games in that
field. Average number of pages: 5.
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Middle

Stalingrad

Part II deals with an in-depth view of the
Russian defense, concluding George Philles' fine
article that first appeared in Panzerfaust Maga
zine, and reproduced here with their permission.
Panzelj'aust is available from Lowry's, P. O. Box
1123, Evansville, Indiana 47713.

siderably to make the attack, he may lose on the'
deal. The Russian can't afford blind frontal mass
attacks until late in the game, where they can be
used to crush the German Army. Rather, any
counterattack must have a purpose, as to take a
river line or greatly delay the Germans. Frontal
delaying attacks will simply expose large numbers
of Russian pieces to the German, a case which is
especially true early in the game.

Several authors have discussed this matter in
some detail. I will note two. Thomas Fowler's
"Tactics of Defense" and Mark Morss's "Fabian
Stalingrad." These articles were both pubHshed in
recent issues of the AH General. I think that it
will be worthwhile to restate and contrast them,
since they propose actions as different as one can
reasonably imagine.

"Fabian Stalingrad" takes note of the tactics
of the Roman general Q. Fabius. Faced with an
invasion of Italy by the Carthaginian army under
Hannibal, Fabius elected to sit in the Italian
moun tains and delay. He had some strong reasons
for doing so, most prominently that a number of
Roman armies had tried to give battle to Hanni
bal and had been smashed to pieces, Fabius took
advantage of the terrain by keeping his forces in
hills and woods where the Carthaginians couldn't
get at then. He then utilized delaying tactics. He
did this so well that delaying tactics are often
referred to as the "Fabian Strategy."

Mr. Morss proposes, correctly, that a study of
this campaign may be used to illustrate an idea
for Stalingrad. In particular, he proposes that
most of the Russian army should be placed in
cities like Kiev and Odessa, thus leaving less than
a dozen units (literally the minimum possible) on
the front line. This tactic is supposedly repeat
able for several turns; eventually the German is
supposed to lose.

An analysis of the actual proposed defense
shows that Mr. Morss missed a key point of the
Fabian campaign: Fabius won because the Cartha
ginian army was unable and unwilling to attack
the fortified cities of Rome's allies. The casualties
involved in taking a fortified position were so
great that it was not possible, militarily, for the
Carthaginians to do so, except against the city of
Rome itself, without incurring unacceptable cas
ualties. These fortified cities commanded the
major roads, canalizing and containing the Cartha
ginian advance so that Fabius could succeed
(sounds familiar doesn't it?).

The normal defense used by most players
follows this basic principle - use impregnable,
3-1 proof positions to canalize the German
advance so that delay will work. This is precisely
what the Morss defense fails to do. The rivers,
cities, and other doubled positions are held with
the minimum factors so that the Germans can 3-1
them, taking important positions. This defense
will cause the Russians to lose fairly early
because:

a.) It allows the Germans to advance much
more rapidly than would otherwise be the case.

b.) It increases Russian casualties, both by
giving the Germans targets they usually would be
unable to attack, and (after the first turn) by
increasing substantially the number of delaying
units needed by the Reds to make a coherent
line.

Incidentally, the front line in this game illu
strates what happens to a Russian army which
runs out of pieces, if the Germans aren't simili
arly weakened, they are able to kill many units
per turn which would otherwise be safe. For

Nemunas, where the Pripyat marshes give the
Russians a considerable advantage in counter
attack.

Of considerable importance to the Russians is
the situation found in front of the three replace
ment cities. The Russian will often find it
necessary to keep the Germans from entering the
cities immediately. If one follows the rule inter
pretations that the Germans need merely move
here to a replacement city during their turn (even
if they are annihilated during the combat portion
of their turn) in order to eliminate replacements
from it, then the Russians must keep the Ger
mans away from each city, which is a much
stronger constraint. Incidentally, I would recom
mend that this rule interpretation be used in
play, as it follows the written rules more closely,
and helps to balance the game.

Attack and counterattack battles in front of
one or another of the three major cities will
often decide the game, particularly if the German
continues to press as hard as practicable on the
remainder of the front. The Russian should look
for the counterattacks which will hold his posi
tions at a minimum expense; end of battle
positions forcing the maximum German soak offs
are also desirable, since German soak offs and
exchanges will frequently do most of the damage
to the German army. Cau tion should be taken in
making soakoffs so that units surviving said
attacks can't be retreated into undesirable posi
tions. I have seen at least two games won by the
Russians for the Germans when the Russians used
a 2-3-6 for a soakoff which Hved and was
retreated on top of an otherwise impregnable (at
least by 3-1 standards) Russian position. One of
the positions was Moscow, held by two 7-10-4's;
the other was Stalingrad., held by a 6-9-6.

Besides location, there are other matters which
must be thought about in planning Russian
counterattacks. Counterattacking tends to be
quite expensive; even a small counterattack may
use up an entire turn's replacements. Since the
Russian is a bit short of pieces, any large battle
may reduce his army to the point where it starts
to fall apart. (I will illustrate this below.) Also
cost to the Germans should be considered. A
single Rumanian 2-2-4 is an eminently weak
target, but if the Russian exposes himself con-
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GaOle
by George Phillies

the

Russian defense in the middle game is much
more of a tactical matter than the German
offense. The placement of an individual piece, or
a few individual pieces, may have a considerable
effect on the game. While the Russian defense is
strong, it is also brittle. the Russian is suffi
ciently weak that he is unable to do a great deal
of counterattacking; therefore, a single error in
placement can do irreparable damage to the
Russian position.

There are still strategic considerations to be
made. At the start of the game, the Russian is
faced with the fundamental problems posed by
Finland - how much force should be deployed
against it? Answers have varied from 3-4 piece,
for a containment strategy, up to 12, 13 or so
for a very heavy offensive. Similiarly, some
consideration must be given by approximately the
fourth turn, as to how forces should be divided
between north aJld south. There is some reason
to suppose that placing a heavy preponderance of
the force on one or the other of the fronts,
preferably the one where the Germans are
weaker, is advantageous. This can be taken to
extremes; a Russian who strengthens one flank to
such an extent that the other collapses (an
extraordinary circumstance) has overdone things
somewhat.

There is a further strategic/grand tactical ques
tion; when and under what conditions should the
Russian counterattack? The stock response of the
early 1960's: "Never" was at best inadequate
then, and is in general an invitation to disaster
now. Several possibilties offer themselves, most
prominently with respect to German river cross
ings. A single stack of units on the Russian side
of the river, especially one without flank units on
the river, is an inviting target. An equivalent
situation, although one which is not often recog
nized as such, is found at the southern end of the
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example, a _5-7-4 on SI8 would save an average
2/3 of a piece, and protect the northern end of
the Nemunas, simply by being 3-1 proof.

Let us consider the details of Morss' actual
defense. For those of you who didn't see it, it
was:

4-6-4's in: N 14, KKI5, 1114, Odessa, BBI5,
AAI5, Z16, S18, R18.

5-7-4's in: Kiev (2), EE 17 (3), Minsk (3),
Smolensk (2), Riga (2), 131

2-3-6's in EEI2, X15, UI8
4-6-6's in: A36, B36, C36, D36
7-10-4's in: Kiev, Smolensk
Cavalry in: E36, F35, G34

This defense does adhere to the principles
described in the Fabian Stalingrad article. It
exposes an absolute minimum number of pieces
to the German army. It demonstrates clearly the
difference between "Fabian Stalingrad" and the
tactics of Fabius, in that it yields to the Germans
a number of points which could be held if
competently defended.

In particular, I note that the Germans can
make 3-1's on the doubled positions S18, AA15,
KK 15, and NN 14 on the first turn while making
undoubled attacks on one 4-6-4 and three 2-3-6's.
This will stretch their army to the utmost, in that
they can't make 7-1 's on both of the other
2-3-6's, but the expected damage to the Soviet
positions makes this worth it. A more conserva
tive player may prefer not to 3-1 KK 15 but
instead to insure the destruction of the 2-3-6's.

It is not quite certain how the Russians expect
to recover from this sort of move since the loss
of Goubled positions will continually lengthen the
line across which they must place delaying units,
thereby increasing their casualties. If the instruc
tions of the articles are followed, which seems
hard to believe, the Russians will lose something
like 5 units on the next turn (I East of the
Nemunas, 2 on parallel 17 west of the Nemunas,
and 2 in the south, plus whatever happens in the
Carpathians. The Russian army will rapidly be
worn down, since these losses are larger than
potential Russian replacements, except at the
third level of the 4-6-8 rates

The Germans in Finland will have a decent
chance of doing something in the middle game,
unless the Russian forces are reinforced there.
The belief "mass the tanks and cavalry" for an
attack in Finland suggests an effort to run the
game as a war by unit designators, rather than as,
a game by combat factors. This is an invitation to
defeat in almost all AH games.

One really ought to take note of the 'Tactics
of Defense" article of Thomas Fowler, jf only
because it seems to have been rather widely read.
Several of my Russian opponents at Mil Con II
apparently read the article and followed it in
play. (one of them asked me what I thought of
it. After reminding me which article it was - I
occasionally forget - I expressed strong doubts as
to its validity which I then proceeded to demon
strate by beating the opposition (who was Rus
sian in a 4-6-8 game).

The general notion was that the correct Rus
sian tactic is to place one's pieces so that the
Germans could not attack some of them without
having to soak off against the rest, thereby
causing substantial casualties. This is in part a
legitimate notion, in that there are ways of doing
this, so as to weaken the German player.

Unfortunately, the tactics proposed by Thomas
Fowler are not always ways of doing this. Rather,
they are often ways of losing large numbers of
Red pieces in a hurry. The advice: "River lines,
despite their effect of doubling defense factors,
are only a liability if they cause the line to be
longer than necessary" which is duplicated in
"Fabian Stalingrad," will do nothing to slow this
practice.

Since some of you may not be familiar with the
article. I might note some of the defense con
figurations which were recommended. "Configura
tion one" was a line of pieces on a file, one per
square. While it is true that if the Germans attack
one of the pieces, they must soak off against at
least one adjacent piece, there is the problem
(which occurs in real games) that the German can
attack all of the pieces in a line by using large
amounts of armor, plus 3-1's with 1-2 soakoffs
using pure infantry. The result tends to make the
Russian line a thing of the past.

Configuration One

The other configuration of interest is "Configu
ration 6." Once again, it is argued that while the
German could concentrate one corps against any
stack, he would have to soak off against at least
one adjacent stack.

Configuration Six

Once again, with armor the German can hit 5
pieces (assuming all 5-7-4's) out of six at 3-1.

Now, at least one of my opponents has argued
"But if I do it in both the North and South at
the same time, you don't have enough armor to
hit everything." This is, of course true, but it is
rather rare for a German with an intact army to
lose because his opponent gives him more un
doubled targets than he can hit. A Russian who is
losing 7 or more pieces a turn just isn't going to
last very long.

What, then, should a Russian do?

I.) The Russian player should make maximum
use of doubled positions, such as rivers and cities.
He should be sure that his positions, or at least
the most important of them, are 3-1 proof.
Failing this, they should be made as expensive to
take as possible. An impressive number of people
will be scared away from a 3-label position by a
substantial soak off, especially if doubled units
need be soaked off against.

2.) The Russian should retreat as little as
possible between delaying positions, as long as
this is consistent with reasonable losses. A delay
ing position which allows the opposition to force
a doubled defensive point, as by leaving units on
an adjacent square during an attack, should be
avoided. The temptation to fall back from river
line to river line without holding at all in
between should be firmly resisted.

THE GENERAL
3.) The Russian should be prepared to coun

terattack when the situation warrants. If the
Germans force a river line with a lucky 1-2, it is
sometimes necessary to counterattack and destroy
the pieces involved, rather than withdrawing.
Note, however, that this technique works only if
the Russian has filled the resulting gap in his line.
Diagram III shows a successful example of this.
Diagram IV shows an unsuccessful Russian effort
to do this.

Diagram III.

x=hole allowing
German penetration

Diagram IV.

4.) The Russians should fight, if only for a
few turns, in front of whichever of his major
cities is reached first. After losing a third of his
replacement potential, a Russian player is going
to find his army headed downhill. It is usually
harder to counterattack after one of the replace
ment cities has been lost.

5.) The Russian should not make gross errors,
like leaving stacks where the German can sur
round them. Despite his great replacement poten
tial, the Russian has a small army. If used up too
quickly, it can be irreplaceable.

In conclusion then, the German must follow
the principle: push forward, but be reasonably
conservative. Mass low-odds attacks will use up
his army; extreme reluctance to take casualties in
soakoffs and exchanges will fail to use up the
Russian army. The German must be prepared for
a real frontal battle at some stage, and try to
lengthen the front as much as possible before
hand.

The Russian must follow a policy of slow
withdrawal, while trying to hurt the Germans as
much as possible. He must build up his forces for
the counterattack, since a pure delaying strategy
will seldom win. He must be conservative to
protect his army yet be prepared to expend it at
the right moment.

After all, it's basically a balanced game. Rela
tive skill, both between players and in playing the
two sides will decide the issue. If you don't have
the right opponents, then read one of the many
articles on re-balancing the game.

Comments to George Phillies, 510 A, 305
Memorial, Cambridge, Mass.
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Execute m5.nefield attacks.

<
Fire.

<
Hove non-firing 1JI'.its/ execute overruns.*

<
Hake Close j.ssaults/ flip all units (e>:cept ______ . ___ .
those dispe"sed in ImpuLse J)_rightSi~
Also flip units dispel'A9d in J.mpulse 7.

5 Exect,te minef:beld attacks.

6 F1.re.

> I7 110,e non-firing urJ.ts/ execute overrll.'l' -

>
Hake Close Asse.ul.'(,s/ flip an units (e>

8 those dispersed in Impulse 7) right sid,
"\ Also flip units dis?ersed in Impulse J.

I

"Defensive Fire. Rolled DURING the moving player's impulse, using only direct fire, under
the fol.lo>rinp; conditions'

Panzerblitz Revisited

I. A defensive weapon can be fired only once
during th..is impulse, regardless of how many
situations it is capable of firing in.

l
I

2. For simplicity sake, all LOS determinations
are made from the center of the firing hex to the
center of the target hex (Real-Space Line of Sight
Determination).

3. When a Weapon is fired (whether offen
sively or defensively), it is left upright (to ensure
that it is not mistaken for a dispersed unit), but
has a clear Bingo marker placed on it. The
marker is removed from ALL weapons fired
during the impulses of a given side at the end of
that side's Close Assault Impulse; i.e., in side A
impulses, markers are removed from guns fired
offensively in Impulse 3, at the end of Impulse 4.

4. A unit dispersed during a defensive fire turn
is flipped up at the end of the opposing player's
offensive turn. This keeps the number of dis
persed impulses due to offensive and to defensive
fire roughly equal. To differentiate between a
unit dispersed by defensive fire from one dis
persed by offensive fire, place a Bingo marker on
the unit overturned by defensive fire.

S. To keep track of what move a target unit is
on when it is fired upon during its movement,
place a marker with the move number on it on
the target. If the defensive fire is ineffective.

PANZSRBLITZ D-lPULSil IiOVE1·81iT CWI.RT

SIDE A D-iPULSES

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A defensive Heapo11 can be fired only once during t,his irrr~:m."Lse.

Firing defensively' in this it]lnlse does not affect a unit's offensive capabilities
during its subsequent offensive inpulses.

Qg,tioryal Rule. If a weapon is fired during this iID?ulse, it can be neither fired nor
moved during its olm offensive inpulses.

SITUATION ]-mEN D3:TI:N3IVE FInE ROLlED I1. Unit moves rORE than tHO successive hexes in
During unit movementclear sight of one or more defending units. I

2. Unit ~oves adjacent to defender-

a. Adjacent hex is clear terrain or clear
As unit enters adjacent hexterrain road.

b. Adjacent tex is oth"r than above. AftE:r w',it movemnt ha s ended
--

3. Unit is either adjac~nt. or in open terrain
(,;ithin range and spottfd) at the end of its After unit movement has ended
moYement.

terrain road hexes without drawing fire during
movement. Firing is delayed until movement is
complete because it takes time to organize effec
tive fire against a target in limited vision terrain.

Note that the adjacent defending unit can act
as a spotter for other direct fire.

Situation 3 - IF THE MOVING UNIT IS
EITHER ADJACENT TO A DEFENDING UNIT,
OR IN OPEN TERRAIN (WITHIN RANGE AND
SPOTTED) AT THE END OF ITS MOVEMENT
IMPULSE. Defensive fire takes place after the
attacker's movement ceases. This enables defend
ing units to fire upon a unit which has either not
moved, or has finished its move within range of,
and visible to, these units.

GENERAL
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by George G. Hopp

You are controlling 23rd Panzer Division in
Situation 2. Going into the Soviet half of the last
turn you have, through magnificen t defensive
tactics, kept the Mongol hordes to within 8 hexes
of the northern edge - suddenly, out of the
underbrush, under the muzzles of all your tanks,
guns, and miscellaneous other death dealing
weaponry, a truck scurries across hill and dale
into hex 18 and decisive victory Is that
what bothers you Bucko?

Well, it certainly bothered me, especially as
several attempts to overcome this problem, such
as use of the "Impulse Movement & Return Fire"
Rule and several offshoots from it, all fell short
of the desired realism. My latest, and hopefully
final, solution is summed up in the form shown
in Fig. I. Note that this form can also be used to
keep track of both turns, and impulses within
turns.

The prime change to published game pro
cedures has been the addition of defensive fire
DURING the attacker's movement. This defensive
fire can be carried out in anyone of the
following situations:

Situation 1 - IF THE MOVING UNIT MOVES
MORE THAN TWO SUCCESSIVE HEXES IN
CLEAR SIGHT OF ONE OR MORE ENEMY
UNITS. Defensive fire takes place during the
attacker's movement. The target must be visible
for more than two SUCCESSIVE hexes to allow
time for the defensive weapons to be targeted
and ranged. The defending weapon can fire at
any point during the movement of the target
unit, after the target has passed into the third
successive hex of movement visible to the
weapon.

A target which has been visible to one weapon
for three hexes and to another for two or fewer
hexes, can only be fired at, in that hex, by the
first weapon. If a unit is visible to two or more
weapons for the required number of hexes, it can
be fired on by all those weapons either concur
rently or successively. A unit travelling through
successive fields of fire can, therefore, be fired at
several times during its movement. (Note: Defen
sive fire is the only situation in which a unit can
be fired at more than once during a single
impulse.)

Situation 2 - IF THE MOVING UNIT MOVES
ADJACENT TO THE DEFENDER (REGARD
LESS OF TERRAIN). Defensive fire can take
place during unit movement (category· I), or
after it has been completed (Category 2).

Category I - If the adjacent hex that the
moving unit enters is clear terrain or clear terrain
road, then it can be fired on immediately
regardless of how many or few clear terrain hexes
it has previously crossed; thus a loaded vehicle
could be fired on before it could unload its
cargo. This is to reflect the fact that defensive
weapons would be firing at point blank range
against a target in open country.

Category 2 - If the adjacent hex that the
moving unit enters is other than clear terrain or
clear terrain road, that unit cannot be fired at
until attacker movement is complete. Thus a
transport can unload and then pass through
further adjacent non-clear terrain or non-clear
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Tifile to Invade Holland

JVl5T ATE TW08AGS OF PRE.TZ.E..LS •••

AND THE p'IRST SS PANZER. DI VIS ION?

remove the marker and continue moving. If it
results in dispersal, flip the target and replace the
numbered marker with a Bingo marker.

6. The Impulse Chart (Fig. I) includes an

optional rule which would prevent any unit by David Kimberly army is worth 9 points (that is, when it's dead),
which fires defensively from carrying out any so make that 41.
offensive action. I am personally not in favor of Out of all the articles dealing with the German But secondly, your primary goal is to obtain a
its use as it would further slow the offensive options in 1914 since the game's publication, point majority. That wins the game for you.
which, in most Panzerblitz situations, already has only one has speculated on the advisability of an Anything over that is of psychological value only,
plenty of problems. invasion of Holland. It is now time to consider and may even be detrimental. The only person

7. As most situations contain a distinct bias such a plan, and to do so very seriously. I've found so far to take the French side is
towards one side or the other, I would recom- Now, for all of you German commanders who Houdini, and he's dead already so he doesn't have
mend that Panzerblitz battle results be computed are painfully groaning, stop and think a minute. anything to lose.
after combatants have played both sides of a On the bad side, you lose 50 points to the enemy Thirdly, the Germans can obtain points by any
given situation and their total successes com- for invading Holland. Think again. The Dutch one or combination of three methods: success on

pared. -:-Ic-::-----r-':=::::;~==~===t==;;;::=f;:;;;::.==:;==_::;===~Ithe eastern front, elimination of allied units, and
capture of point-yielding territory. The most
fruitful of these tends to be the capture of
point-yielding territory. Elimination of units does
not become a significant factor until the armies
are worn down to one or two step units, and
unless you've studied with Houdini and have
pulled off an encompassing flank maneuver,
points gained in this manner remain fairly
balanced between both sides (although the
germans have the edge). To insure significant
success on the eastern front you must abandon
hopes of successfully entering Belgium until the
eastern units return. In the meantime the French
commander gleefully brings down those units

r.=;r-"-7---~--1---"""'\--/---,1placed on the Belgian border so he can munch on
you around Metz, awaiting your one-unit-per-turn
buildup east of Liege.

To summarize: the best chance for the
Germans is to seek the capture of relevant cities
and economic areas (while, of course, dealing
with the Russians). Since the incredible majority

I of these points lies in Belgium and northern
France, the German commander should try to
capture these areas. Normally, the shortest
distance between two points (pun intended) is a
straight line, and this means through Belgium.

The pertinent question thus becomes one of
how best to break through Belgium. Again, it
may be worthwhile to note that while invading
Belgium and Luxemburg costs you 35 points,
eliminating the Belgian army gains 36. Consider
ing that Belgium opens the door to the north
coast as well as the Belgian cities, the case for
invasion here is fairly solid.

But Holland? That loses 41 points (for those
of you who are somewhat sadistic and wish to
gain a decisive victory, or 5-1 margin in points, I
admit that 205 points is a lot). The next question
is, do the advantages of invading Holland warrant
the sacrifice of 41 points?

I believe the answer is yes. Against a compe
tent French player, conquest of the whole of
Belgium is difficult. The only city to go on the
first turn is Liege. Even against a cavalry "blitz,"
the Belgians are capable of slowing down the
Germans without 'using suicide tactics, thus
allowing anywhere from 6 to 10 French corps to
soon join the battle. The Belgians pull back and
up to Antwerp, the French move in, and there's
your war of attrition on the Antwerp-Brussels
axis, or thereabouts. From then on, you might as
well cook some popcorn and throw the die,
because sure as heck you won't be moving for a
long long time.

But throw Holland into the action and you
get a little more fireworks. Ten corps (mostly A),
four cavalry divisions, and three 210 artillery
units on the Dutch border should do it. Add at

Figure 3.

Situation I: Nil.
Situation 2 (Category I): 3 can fire at 1 as it enters

hex A. 4 can fire at 5 at it enters the hex it's shown
in.

Situation 2 (Category 2): 3 can fire after
movement has been completed. 4 can fire at
spotted for by 3, after all movement has ceased.

George G. Hopp
Box 11143, Stn H
Ottawa, Canada
K2J-l7T8

Figure 2.

Situation 1: 2 spots 1 in hex A, r
and can fire starting in hex C. 3:
spots I in hex B, and can fire
starting in hex D.

Situation 2 (Category I): 2 can:
fire at 1 when it enters hex D. i

Situation 3: If 1 ends its move-!
ment in hex E, both 2 & 3 can be:
fired at it (If they haven't firedl
previously).

I
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The supply unit is used for garrison duty since
there is no need for an attack during the first
turn.

As can be seen, all combat units received
Rommel's bonus in movement. Normally one Ital.
div. covers Homebase and sits out the war
without ever firing a shot. Not so here. You, as
the German player, must make the most use out
of every unit at the right time. The Recce unit
with a foot hold on the escarpments will prevent
the British from sending a delaying unit into the
Gebel El Achdar area.

-

P-13 Bologna P-13
M-16
J-13
N-19
W-3

Rommel
21/5
21/104
21/3
No. I Supply

By William B. Searight

WHERE BEFORE JUNE?

Tobruch

The weary British 3rd Armored Brigade Com
mander raises his field glasses to bring the distant
dust cloud into closer view. "Yes", he thought;
"here comes the 2 I st Panzer Div. across the sands
again as usual". A radio report from Bengasi
states, they are being besieged by one armored
and two Ital. inL div. That's normal too, but
wait! What's that coming behind the Panzer Div.
It seems to be a German officer herding a bunch
of Ital. before him with his swagger stick. One,
One, two, three div. Three div.! The British
player quickly consults his situation card. Let's
see, three Ital. div. at Bengasi and three in the
desert with the '21 st. Then who is holding down
the fort?

British 1st turn.
All 1-1-6's at sea
Armor K-18, 1-1-7 Bengasi, 2-2-6's F-17, H-16,

M-20, No. I supply Tobruch, No.2 supply, (new
ruling - started at Tobruch), moves towards
Homebase.

D.A.K. 2cd. If supplies arrive or not, one or
both move to N-16* (Rommel's bonus)

Ariete C-II Rommel to N-13
Trenta F-3 (with Ital. and supplies)

then back to H.B.
21/5 P-22
21/104 N-19
21/3 U-29

The British in Bengasi cannot attack out (1-3)
to escape, for he could be retreated back into the
fortress and still be isolated. This is possible
because Bengasi is not in Savena's zone of
control. Ariete has moved to the end of the
escarpments to prevent Br. info from blocking the
road. The three Ital. div. have leapfroged into the
21 st. Panzers desert positions, which freed it to
threaten Tobruch from the escarpments.

British 2nd
InL landing at Tobruch, move up to counter

the threat by the 21st. N-23(2), 0-26(2), P-29,
P-32. Remaining brigades stand as before except
near Mechili, which pulls back to H-17 forstalling
a possible 4--1 surrounded attack. The garrison in
Bengasi surrenders. British No. 2 supply now
occupies H.B.

Ariete H-3
Trenta J-3
Savena J-3
Brescia P-I 3
Pavia P-13

Savena 1-3
Brescia J-13"
Bologna M-16*
Pavia L-15*

receives 3 replacement steps during the entire
game, it is extremely vulnerable. And instead of
using it to relieve the line while reinforcing his
other units, the French commander is forced to
actually place it on the front. Hit those British
units whenever possible. Once done in, that initial
contingent alone is worth another 36 points. And
once you do start to eliminate units, the allied
commander gets hard pressed to fill up the holes.
And when that time comes - well, as the old
saying goes: "Go west, young man." Not south.
West. The points are that-a-way.

By advancing to the French-Belgian border (via
Holland), the Germans will be in the high 100's,
and the French in the low 100's. The minimum
margin so far for me has been about 45 points in
my favor, not including any Russian specials or
any economic areas. Again, that does include
Metz. By carrying out the conquest of Holland
the Germans are insured all of Belgium and its
army to boot, with an excellent crack at northern
France and the BEF. Is it worth 41 points?
Obviously that's up to each person as he enters
each game. All I can say is that I myself think
the advantages are worth the price, and so far
I've found this approach an extremely difficult
one for the French commander to effectively
counter. Any comments are most welcome.
David Kimberly
31 Alston Ave.
New Haven, Ct. 06515

Basic attack plan: I) Invade Holland and do not
violate Belgian neutrality. Eliminate Dutch army
and assemble forces on the Belgian-Dutch border
north of Antwerp. 2) Simultaneously assault
Liege and Antwerp. Mop up Belgian army and go
as far west as possible before meeting the
oncoming French forces. 3) Upon entrance of the
BEF, wage a war of attrition on the British
forces. Exploit created holes with cavalry, with
the northern economic squares and coastal cities
being the primary objectives:

~

least six more corps, four cavalry divisions, and
one each of 420 and 305 artillery between Liege
and Luxemburg (MS 6-9), and you've got the
makings of a pretty powerful punch. This
approximate allotment of units allows for either
45 or 75 points for the eastern front, with the
remainder to be placed on the German-French
border. You even have enough to do a little
kicking around Metz as a defensive move. That's
one extremely important thing: losing Metz hurts.
It gives him 40 points and takes 20 points away
from you. That's a grand total of 60, and that
could deflate any German effort to the point of
collapse. For that reason, he wants it and will (or
should) fight for it. You've got to hit first and
keep hitting, unless you are adept at treading in
hot water.

But anyway, now that you"ve got your units
on the Belgian and Dutch borders, the question
arises as to how best to use them. If you invade
both countries simultaneously, you've basically
got the same situation as before, except that it's
a little more complex and a lot more costly. So
that's out. However, consider this: why not just
invade Holland, eliminate the Dutch army, bring
all you've got north of Antwerp, and hit Antwerp
and Liege simultaneously? The French com
mander can do nothing but sit there and watch
you outflank him. At all costs, do not violate
Belgian neutrality before you attack Antwerp,
because this will allow the Belgian army to move,
and that wrecks the whole plan. However, if you
conquer Holland first, this will allow you to
reduce over half of Antwerp, all of Liege, and the
fort between Liege and Namur all in one turn
(assuming there is no penalty for moving across
rivers in regards to that lone fort SW of Liege).
The Belgians have no place to go, except into the
dead box. Now, instead of meeting the French on
the Antwerp-Brussels axis, you meet them on the
French-Belgian border, and instead of having
Antwerp to anchor the north flank the French
commander has the BEF. Since the BEF only
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D.A.K. 3rd. If new supplies arrive, move it
across the desert towards Mechili No 2? behind
the Ital. div., No. I to V-26. ' . .

Now you wonder why does the speedy 15/33
sit on H.B. and Rommel leave? Well the reason is
that the one getting there with the mostest the
firstest, is the motto. That third Ital. di~. is
already at the front, while the 15/33 will take
two turns. Also Rommel is now needed to speed
the Ital. forward during their 4th turn, for the
British will be forced to retreat now that they
have been out flanked in the desert.

Bri tish 3rd turn
Seeing that it is impossible to prevent a

German flanking movement, with Haifa Pass and
Tobruch in danger, the British must pull back.
How would you do it? Send two 1-1-6's to Haifa
Pass at J-35 and 1-33? How about leaving two
delaying units at J-18 and F-18, while the
remaining units dig in around the Tobruch escarp
ments?

What did you do? If you, as the British
General did not send an inf. unit to sea then you
have just lost your H.B., along with the game; for
the Recce Battalion during its next two moves,
through the desert, will out race the British Inf.
on the coastal road to capture your H.B. Recce
4th turn to 0-47. 5th turn to J-53; then along
the coast road to J-62.

Meanwhile, during the 4th turn, the 21/5 cuts
the coast road at 1-29 or 30; if not Br. con
trolled. The 21/ I04* (Rommels bonus, auto
matically elim. the two delaying units and form
up close to the Tobruch escarpments.

British: Seeing their H.B. is about to be
captured, both units at Haifa Pass speed towards
H.B., but what to do about Tobruch? With 6
brigades in an enclosing trap, only 3 can occupy
Tobruch. Should the other three stand and fight
to the last man, or try to escape into the desert?
Certain death eventually awaits them at sea for
their H.B. will fall on the next turn. Of course,
this is speculation for many factors constantly
change battle plans. Maybe in the beginning the
British garrisoned H.B. with a 1-1-6. If he did, the
Recce could not have captured the British H.B.,
but on the other hand they would only have had
5 instead of 6 battalions for their Libyan desert
positions, which would not have been satis
factory.

For those players who have seen that the
Recce could be isolated after it had captured the
British H.B., congratulations, but the German
21/5 and a supply* could still arrive in the nick
of time, (like the cavalry), and break the Recce's
isolation. If, for some reason, the British had 3
1-1-6's available, then the Recce unit would have
to use a different tact. Remember that the British
on their 4th turn could see that H.B. would fall.
Naturally they would either evacuate the supply
into the desert or push the self destruct button.
The Recce's next position would be at Fuka.
Since the British would not control their H.B. at
the beginning of their next turn, no reinforce
ments could land here, although the 3 brigades
on the coast road would try to out flank the

by Ian L. Straus

Panzerblitz Double Attack
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41%
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OVERRUN
1-1

25%
61%
13%

depart on the same turn when Rommels next
move would be within 22 squares, (road and
non-road), and make its way to the front.

For those of you who play differently; a few
suggestions. Don't bother to garrison Bengasi
early in the game. After Tobruch falls, send the
garrison from H.B. by sea to Tobruch. H.B. and
Bengasi can be re-garrisoned by the Ist Oct. 42
turn by Rommel and Folgere.

close-assault or overrun. If you Play By Mail in
Panzerblitz, then you can't see the results of
firing before you make other attacks, and you
can certainly use a probabilities table made from
the PBM Combat Results Table (which varies as
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DESTROYED
3-1 DISPERSED

UNHARJVIED

DESTROYED
4-1 DISPERSED

UNHAR1\lliD

DESTROYED
1-2 DISPERSED

U~l1ARI"lED

DESTROYED
1-1 DISPERSED

UNHARMED

DESTROYED
1-3 DISPERSED

UNHARMED

DESTROYED
2-1 DISPERSED

UNHARlvIED

FIRE
ODDS

Firing against targets in the open

Firing against targets in forest or town

DESTROYED
3-1 DISPERSED

UNHARMED

DESTROYED
4-1 DISPERSED

UNHARMED

DESTROYED
1-3 DISPERSED

UNHARMED

DESTROYED
1-2 DISPERSED

UNHARl"lED

DESTROYED
1-1 DISPERSED

UNHARJ'illD

DESTROYED
2-1 DISPERSED

UNHARMED

FIRE
ODDS

Recce unit. The Recce would then fall back near
EI AJamein, (ironic twist). The British trying to
out flank him would finally force the Recce back
to the Br. H.B. and be isolated. If you, as the
German, could not relieve the Recce's isolation
after all this time - - - - -

To go back further; once Rommel has moved
the ltaL close to the Tobruch area, and there is
no critical need for him, he could then be
returned to Axis B.B. The 15/33 at B.B. could

The tables below are a statistical analysis of
pairs of attacks in Panzerblitz. Since the most
effective use of your units is use as a combined
arms team, you may be interested in the probable
results of combined attacks by fire and by

L-14
R-29
P-22
Maddalena
L-14*
L-14*
W-3

Rommel
21/5
21/104
21/3
15/8
IS/liS
15/33

Ariete F-15
Trenta C-14
Savena C-I I
Brescia 1-16
Bologna -19
Pavia K-16



Panzerblitz Double-Attack Statistical Result8 Table - PBM

Firing against targets in the open
FIRE CLOSE-ASSAULT OR OVERRUN ODDS
ODDS

1-4 1-3 1-2 1-1 2-1 3-1 4-1
DESTROYED 0% 6% 26% 28% 58% 84% 100%

1-3 DISPERSED 28% 54% 50% 64% 42% 16% 0%
UNHARJVlliD 72% 40% 247'; 8% 0% 0% 0%

DESTROYED 0% 12% 32% 36% 66% 88% 100%
1-2 DISPERSED 46% 58% 50% 58% 34% 12% 0%

UNHARI"IE:D 54% 30% 18% 6% 0% 0% 0%

DESTROYED 0% 18% 38% 44% 74% 92% 100%
1-1 DISPERSED 64% 62% 50% 52% 26% 8% 0%

UNHARiVIED 36% 20% 12% 4% 0% 0% 0%

DESTROYED 20% 38% 54% 60% 84% 96% 100%
2-1 DISPERSED 62% 52% 40% 38% 16% 4% 0%

UNHARMED 18% 10% 6% 2% 0% 0";" 0%

DESTROYED 50% 59% 69% 72% 87% 96% 100%
3-1 DISPERSED 32% 31% 25% 26% 13% 4% 0%

UNHARMED 18% 10% 6% 2% 0% 0% 0%

DESTROYED 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100";"
4-1 DISP~RSED 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

UNHARI"IE:D 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Firing against targets in forest or town
FIRE CLOSE-ASSAULT OR OVERRUN ODDS
ODDS

1-4 1-3 1-2 1-1 2-1 3-1 4-1
DESTROYED 0% 0% 0% 0% 30% 60% 100%

1-3 DISPERSED 0% 30% 50% 70% 60~~ 30% 0%
UNHARHED 100% 70% 50% 30:l~ 1O~b 10% 0%

DESTROYED 0% 2% 6% 8% 38% 68% 100%
1-2 DISPERSED 20% 42% 547~ 68% 54% 24% 0%

UNHARl"lliD 80% 56% 40% 24% 8% 8% 0%

DESTROYED 0% 4% 12% 16% 46% 76% 100%
1-1 DISPERSED 40% 54% 58% 66% 48% 18% 0%

UNHART1ED 60% 42% 30% 18% 6% 6% 0%

DESTROYED 0% 6% 18% 24% 54% 84% 100%
2-1 DISPERSED 60% 66% 62% 64% 42% 12% 0%

UNHARJVIED 40% 28% 20% 12% 4% 4% 0%

DESTROYED 30% 33% 39% 42% 63% 84% 100%
3-1 DISPERSED 30% 39% 41% 46% 33% 12% 0%

U~1iARI>lliD 40% 28% 20% 12% 4% 4% 0%

DESTROYED 80% 80% 80% 80% 86% 92% 100%
4-1 DISPBRSED 0% 6% 10% 14% 12% 6% 0%

UNHARJVIED 20";" 14% 10% 6% 2% 2% 0%

THE GENERAL
much as 10% from Face-To-Face). You may also
want to compute the advantage from subtracting
one from die rolls on dispersed targets (a rule
which players usually miss in their first readings
of the rules). I recommend my tables for those
uses.

To use the tables, choose the one matching
your CRT (FTF or PBM) and the terrain the
target occupies (open, or forest/town). Then
cross-index the odds in the attack by fire with
the close-assault or overrun odds. For overruns
and CAT attacks with engineers, use the next
highest odds ratio (that is, convert I-I to 2-1) as
you would in reading a CRT.

EXAMPLE OF USE:

Suppose you, Russian in a PBM game, have a
Guards riOe company adjacent to a German

Panther platoon on open ground; and you have a
battery of 76.2mm antitank guns in woods five
squares from the Panthers') Should you attack
with your infantry?

Medium Tank T-34 1940

All addition, division, and repetitious chart
reading which contributed to these tables was

PAGE 12
done by the Claremont Colleges' PDP-10 time
sharing computer. All planning and programming
was done by myself.

Medium Tank T-34 1943-Russian

The fire odds (12-12) are I-I; the CAT odds
(6-12), 1-2. The PBM, target-in-the-open statistical
chart says: Destroyed, 38%; Dispersed, 50%;
Unharmed, 12%. You have a very good (7/8)
chance of stopping the Panthers but only one
chance in three of destroying them. If you used
the antitank guns alone, you would have a 50%
chance of stopping the tanks and none of
destroying them. The difference is a 38% chance
of destroying the target, balanced against what
ever risk the infantry runs in being around if the
tanks survive.

Medium Tank T-34-85

What if the antitank guns were only two
squares from the target? The fire odds would be
(24-12) 2-1, and the combined attacks would
give: Destroyed, 54% Dispersed, 40%; Untouched,
6%. Fire alone would give a 20% chance of
destroying the target and a 60% chance of
dispersing it. The difference is 14% new destruc
tion and 20% conversion of dispersal to destruc
tion. This is less difference than with I-I fire
odds; and you might choose not to commit your
infantry, depending on whether you are concen
trating on blocking or on destroying your op
ponent.

The FTF table does not add to 100% because I
decided that three-place accuracy is meaningless
in this context.

Ian L. Straus
Story House CMC
Claremont, Calif.
91711
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Contest NO<t

Gentlemen:
[ am compelled to write you this letter

because, after having played a few games of your
latest release, France, 1940, 1 am convinced that
it is the finest game you have ever published. The
rules are clear, concise, and leave no questions
unanswered. Also, the graphics on the board are
excellent.

France, 1940, is without doubt the most
playable game in your line. And there is abso
lutely no need for a pencil.

Another extremely strong asset is the Order of
Battle Alternatives. I feel that each one makes
such a great change in the game that it can be
played again and again without becoming dull. As
if all this were not enough, the instructions for
play-by-mail are also included.

Allen Kerns
133 Guy Street
Elkins, West Virginia 21241

Thank you, Allen, Yours is the first of whar
we hope will be a steady stream of restimonial
letters. We..QQ ernpllOsize quality control; the
main reason why we are nol able to grind out
more thall two or three new tilles a year. 
Editor.

Gentlemen:
I just received my first edition of The General

and it's the best wargame magazine of all. [
especially enjoyed the article written by Mathew
S. Buynoski on "Pincers ... another Panzerblitz
Situation." The Gel/eral and its articles help me
very much in my tactics in general. I was
disturbed on one point though. The letter by
Donald E. Scheer was quite surprising. An electri
cal engineer should be able to analyze an easy
game like AH games, l did. I'm only in the 10th
grade but I started in the ninth and I've been
playing ever since. I recommend all AH games to
the people that can handle them. I would also
like to know what game it was. I hope AH games
go on forever.

Robert M. Allan
17600 Calvert Street
Encino, California 91316

If you lik~ The General !lOlV, you'll 10Jle it
under the new editorship of Donald Greenwood,
former publisher of PaJlzerfaU!iI Mallazine. Im
prolle/nents are scheduled in the area of helping
subscribers better implement tactics and strategy
of play. - Editor.

Dear Sirs,
Your coverage of all the most important

campaigns of W.W. 11, your discard list of old
games, the apparent unsalability of your modern
naval games, and the dead end of the Panzerblitz
style; all indicate to me a lack of direction on
your part. To continue to expand your company
you must produce new games. From this I hope
you glean that it is time for new directions.

For the war games, the only path is back to
ancient history. Aside from the Napoleonic wars
(covered adequately by Waterloo), this is the only
historical era of possible marketable popularity.
What of tactical contests between the Romans
and the Gauls (a la Panzerblitz)? The naval action
of Actium? The campaigns of Ghellgis Khan? The
operations of the Mediterranean pirates (and our
privateers of 1812)? All these offer great interest
for your investigation.

The past also has rich food for the business
gamer. Thc hijinks of the capitalists during the
industrial revolution" the activities of the ship
ping business (both sail and steam), and the 18th
century th'eories of colonial trade are unexplored
areas of business gaming.

In the past 2 years is it any wonder that tht
narrow horizons of W. W. II have been virtually
exhausted by the introduction of Panzerblitz and
Luftwaffe? That "The Stock Market Game" of 2
years ago was the last business game?

The point is, AH, where are you going from
here?

Paul D. Brent
3219 Nairn
EI Paso, Texas 79925

Subject for new games is inexhaustable. We
select for current publication those areas of
greatest customer demand. When trends change,
we change with it. Very simple ballgame. 
Editor.

Dear Sirs:
lawn four Avalon Hill games, all recently

acquired, directly from you, aftcr being taught by
a friend. Every once in a while you send little
cards asking for opinions on your games. I guess
that will put me in your Advice to the Forlorn
list or whatever.

Afrika Korps: Great for teaching others to play
and gaining new converts. Easy rules, easy to play

Stalingrad: A beauty to play.
Bailie uf the Bulge: I like this game a lot,

although it is extremely hard for the American
player to win.

1914: I have a B.A. degree, an M.S. degree.
and a Ph.D. I play with a friend who has a B.A.,
an M.D., and is a psychiatry resident. We both
read the rules. The first time I got a headache
and had to stop midway. The second I became
aggressive and had to be sedated. The third time I
became hysteric and my friend was actively
hallucinating. 1 will not touch the stuff again in
my life.

A. Velez-Diaz, Ph.D.
Psycholody Svc., V.A. Center
GPO Box 4867
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00936

Understandably, games as complex as 1914 are
/lot everyune's cup of tea. That's why we do !lave
games of less "sophisticated" nature such as
Afrika Korps, Stalingrad (which you enjoyJ
Gellysbllrg, and Kriegspiel. Gur latest brochure
does rale them according to complexity lellel
which will certainly reduce customer problems of
this nature. ~ Editor.

Dear Sirs,
The main problem with Lieutenant Craw's

article in your March-April '72 issue can be stated
succinctly: it is trivial. There is no reason why a
half page has to be spent telling us something
that can easily be figured out in five minutes.

Even so, there is still a flaw in the plan. A
cavalry division can be placed on MS 8 and
moved to EE-15 (this is legal, Question Box; Vol.
7, No.1), while another on MS 6 can reach
EE-14, thereby completely surrounding Liege.
The destruction of the two units in the city is
thus ensured, which will give the Germans 14
victory points. This destruction can be completed
in one additional move, while, once the forts are
destroyed, units can cross the Meuse both north
and south of Liege. The German advance will
thus hardly be slowed. In addition, the placement
of cavalry on MS 6 will not prevent the place
ment of two additional infantry corps there.

If Lieutenant Crow insists on telling us how to
assault Liege, at least he can get it right.

Seth Fine
3229 20th Ave. So.
Seattle, Wash. 98144

Dear Editor,
After reading the Avalon Hill Philosophy Part

31, I find it hard to believe that Walter Cronkite
enjoys AH games. I mean to say it isn't often
that you hear of such a prominent person \vho
plays wargames. I am surprised that my favorite
newscaster is a wargamer.

Robert Olimski
3804 Quill Court
EI Paso, Texas 79904

Don't be surprised. It's right there on page 56
uf L1FE, March 26, 1971. Mr Cronkite is a very
concerned American. His interests in our games
may stem from the fact that they do place
histOlY in its proper light. As one history profes~

SOl' recently commented, "If more teachers used
A valon Hill games in their classroom, perhaps the
jiaure generation of Americans would find easier
solutions to world conflicts than by means oj"
armed agression. " ~ Editor.

Gents:
I have just become acquainted with A-H in the

past year and am just now finding out the many
other aspects of gaming, including the other
publications in this field. However I note with
dismay the decision not to pursue the Naval
aspect of Wargaming. I have played JUTLAND.
FTF with another close friend and found it very
enjoyable. I have two suggestions to make con
cerning the increased reality of JUTLAND:

1. Have a third party act as a referee, and

2. Utilize what are called "Maneuvering
Boards" (paper plotting sheets extensively used in
the Navy and available from the U.S. Hydro·
graphic Office).

Both players would send their projected
sweeps/courses for a 6, 12, or 24 hour period to
the referee who would determine whether, when,
and where any two opposing forces would en~

counter each other (and eliminating the calling
out of squares).

He wou Id then send each of them a card
saying:

In square number at hours you
have encountered a force of ships
in formation bearing yds/miles
away. This can easily be done by figuring the
"height of eye" of the respective bridges.

I shou Id be glad to offer my services as a
referee to any parties playing JUTLAND either
FTF or PBM who would like to try this id~a.

J. G. Northgraves
LTJG, U.S.N. (Ret.)
57 Ocean View Road
Cape Elizabeth, Maine 04107

Editors:
After reading a description of your new Origins

of WW II game, I was struck with a seeming
contradiction in the goals for winning.

I
I

I
I
I It is the third turn of a France 40 game. Two

turns previous, the German player unleashed a
I stunning attack that absorbed most of the Allied
I reserves. In the south, the German player ri'sked

an attack which now threatens the whole Allied
I right wing. Using most of his paratroop and air
I assault units, he has destroyed the Maginot

fortifacations in hex 282 and advanced mecha
I nized units into the gap. As the French com
I mander, you must employ the newly arrived

reserves in a decisive attack to contain or cut-off
I the German breakthrough.

I
The diagram depicts the situation as it exists

at the end of the German's third turn. Your
lobjective is to initiate an attack plan, using only
the forces available in the diagram, that will:

I a) maximize the German casualties.

I b) produce the best defe~sive alig'nment for
the German counter-attack.

I Both objectives must be weigl1ed and balanced to
I produce a viable solution. For the purposes of

this contest, assume that the 'Allies have no air
I units available and Belgium is NOT neutral.

"The winner is the person who accumulates
the most points.. ." BUT "should any player
obtain 15 or more points, then it is assumed that
WW 11 has broken out." I thought the goal of
Diplomacy was to prevent war? Or is the object
of the game to accumulate a maximum number
of points without reaching the fateful fifteen?

I think that the Scenarios should also consider
the fate of the Czechs and Munich. If the
Czechoslovaks had decided to oppose Hitler by
force of arms, no matter how out-gunned, this
very determination could have forced France and
Britain to yield to world opinion and come to
the aid of the little country...

All in all, I think I will stick to chess, thank

you ... !
F. W. Chesson
144 Fiske Street
Waterbury, Conn. 06710
754-4764

Dear GENERAL,
I wish to thank the man responsible for

putting the Ad Form, Discount coupon, and
Contest info ba'ck-to-back. I would like to express
my displeasure with the new ad forms, which so
limit what can be said. I think the freedom of
speech in the ads of the GENERAL has helped
the growth of wargaming a great deal. If space is
that pressing I recommend you add a page of ads
instead of the many articles. The articles are good
and t find them interesting, but not as useful as
the ads section and the information there that
will be left out because of your new format. In
closing, I have found that medium and small clear
plastic fish tackle boxes fit into the new book·

. shelf games much better than the old flat boxes.

Yours in Wargaming
Mark S. Boyce
1807 Sumac Lane, Apt. 2
Anaheim, Ca. 92804

(Continued)

49
To complete the contest entry, simply fill in

the Battle Chart with the designations of the
attacking units, the odds, and the order in which
the battles are to be fought. Contest deadline is
June 15,1972. Entries not stating choice for best
article will be voided.

BATTLE CHART
ORDER OF

UNIT ATTACKER ODDS RESOLUTION

1

5

10

33

GO

ssV

ssLAH

1/1

65

47

(Headline of this issue's "Best Article")

Name _

Street Address _

City _

State Zip _
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1) Print your city and state in Box A above.
2) Cross out words and phrases below not applicable.
3) Insert copy where required on lines provided.
4) Print your name and address where indicated.
We cannot list specific items for sale or trade. Interested
parties must write you direct for complete details.

~

h! S+efhen H@rdKtk

OLD Address _

Name _

FORMER City 5t"e _

Don't expect the postal people to forward The
General. YOU will have to notify our subscription
department each time you move. Simply cut out
your address label and attach it to this form. We
cannot be responsible for issues skipped because of
an address change. Please notify us one month prior
to change of address date.

ATTACH LABEL HERE, OR FILL OUT BELOW

Unsigned
2548 Chicoutimi Dr. N.W.
Calgary 44, Alberta,
Canada

Gentlemen:
I want to tell you one of my experiences.

After using a plan (The Plan of the Month, of
course) I was beaten very badly. It appears my
opponent also read that plan of the month and
made his own Plan of the Month on how to
destroy that particular Plan of the Month. Any·
way, THE GENERAL is a great magazine.

NEW Address _

City State Zip__

Robert Kahn
4500 Winona Court
Denver, Co. 80212

~

Everything else having been weighcd and in
cluded in the combat factors of the ships,
including the skills of the gunners actually pres
ent, there remains only the caprices of chance to
be represented by die rolls. The game player is
the supreme admiral; he directs fleet movements,
and selects targets, but he does not fire the guns.

However, all of Mr. Bernier's efforts are not in
vain; a variation of his design of "elastic firing
cannon" has been developed for use by NORAD
and NATO; the MIRE, or Multiple Independ
ently-targeted Re-entry Elastics, designed for hurl
ing sevual elastic bands at various targets with a
singl~ "Sproing." As long as the progress by the
other side on the F.O.E.S., or Fractional Orbit
Elastics System, taken from a variation of Mr.
Bernier's cannon stolen from CIA files, is slow,
we arc stood in good stead.

pink. (Their Lordships were delighted with what
they could read of this scheme, and subsequently
experimentally painted the Ramilles this color in
1917.)

Despite the Queen Mary's reputation, few
casualties were noted among the crew; a defi
ciency to which the admiral attributed his sub
sequent surprising demotion to command of a
squadron of armoured cruisers, which he was able
to bring to the peak of fighting efficiency in
ship-to-ship elastic firing by eliminating gunnery
practice and increasing the rum allowance."

CIIN NEVER e:.ET THE BoAR/) BAlK ItJ TlfE BoX!

@lYJ~@~wm@

25¢

25¢

----

CITY

STATE

by Capt. Ima Phake, R.N., in cooperation with
Capt. Graf N. Kruppshun (of S.M.S. Lothringen),
in their monumental work, Famous Naval
Disasters of the Great War, (Apock Riffle
Co. 1929):

"The admiral had not been seen all day since
he had entered the area where the rum and other
rations were kept. However, at 1400 hours, he
was observed leaving the 'Queen Mary's' stores
after his four~hour inspection, whereupon he
announced that all hands were to assemble on
deck for an elastics shooting match. At that time,
early 1916, HMS Queen Mary was reputed to be
the best gunnery vessel in the fleet. The admiral
insisted, however, that rum rations be served first
at which time a mysterious shortage was noted.
The crew, fortified, went into action with great
gusto, and the crossfire of elastics was hot and
furious. When hit by an elastic, they simply
plopped over, and thus scored. Many were having
their baptism of fire, for they had never before
heard an elastic band fired in anger. The admiral,
however, remained composed and was observed

throughout the deadly action writing dispatches
to Whitehall requesting that the fleet be painted

A

Each coupon is worth 25 cents. How
ever, no less than 4 coupons can be used in anv
one purchase, Orders received accompanied by
three coupons or less will be returned unfilled.
Any number above 4 may be used in any single
purchase. No photostats please.

MAY-JUNE 1972

GOOD TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF ALL PRODUCTS

Discount

Coupon

25¢

25¢

A naval miniatures Will'gamer considers all of
the following factors when determining the
effectiveness of fire: range, speed of target;
thickness and positioning of armour; size and
caliber of guns; maximum number of rounds
capable of being fired by these guns per minute;
weight of sheUs; quaHty of shells (the British had
trouble with this at Jutland); number of hits
(something still governed by a great deal of luck,
and determined by rolUng dice); angle of
incidence of shells to target; and weather and
light conditions. Most of these factors are
accounted for, to a greater or lesser degree, by
the number values assigned each ship in the game,
Jutland. The miniatures method, mentioned
above, is the ALNAVCO system, and fully rele
vant to First World War situations. Curiously,
skill at gunnery seemed little relation to the
ability to shoot elastic bands accurately, as noted

Dear Sirs:
Mr. Bernier in "Letters" (July -Aug. 1971) was

quite right in pointing out that, in reality, the
gunners at Jutland did not roll dice to determine
casualties, but rather the fire control director
shot elastic bands at a target before radio-ing the
results to the enemy fleet.

Opponents

Wanted

--- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --I"
I
I
1
I
1
1
I
1
I
1

We're experiencing growing pains. More subscribers means more Want Ads. We just don't have the space I
for every subscriber to wax rhetorical as in the past. To make it easier, and more meaningful for aliI
concerned, we introduce the Mini-ad. All you do ;s strike out the words provided below that do not:
apply. 1

I

am: novice, average, expert player of: high school, college,
The Question Box

[LIST GAMES)

AI! Ads must be on a special printed form; those received that are not will not be accepted.

Also seek

__ . Will trade or sell games. Please reply to:

counted out from the ncarest friendly invading
unit and not from the nearest hex of that
particular beach.

When submiltil/g questions to us for answers,
please note the follOWing:

J.) Include a slamped, self-addressed envelope.
The letters that include OtiC are answered first.
Those that do 110t are answered last; as a result,
these letters get back to you at least a week later.

2.) If your question refers to a specific situa
tion, please inelude a diagram of the situation. It
takes a good deal of time to answer the leiter
otherWise. which will delay your reply.

3.) We wish we could answer technical ques
tions and do research for you, but the large
amount of mail we receiJle prohibits this. We will
be glad to allswer questions 011 the play of the
game. but we cannot, unfortunately. answer those
on technical or historical points nor can we
research data for those of you designing your
own games.

4.) Keep orders and other mail separate ji-om
questions. Separating the items of your letters
into different departments takes time and delays
your reply.

LUFTWAFFE:

Q: Is there any limit to the number of strafing
attacks a single fighter unit can make in each
quarter?
A: No, a single fighter can make unlimited
strafing attacks.

U-BOAT:

Q: Must the U-boat actually fire torpedoes when
he announces "torpedoes funning"?
A: Yes, he must fire at least one to make the
announcement.

Q: Must the· U-boat be removed when in the
sonar blind zone if there is no depth-charge
attack?
A: No, only if the DE announced such an attack
in his previous turn.

Q: Must the U-boat start the game sUbmerg~d?
A: YESlll

ANZIO:

Q: The rules say that a commando raid can be
made up to five hexes from an invasion beach.
Does this mean five hexes as the crow nies or
counted out following the coastline?
A: The five hex limit is counted out along the
coastline. Furthermore, the five hex limit is ! I

ZIP _

members for lUST CLUB)

STREET____ PHONE _

CITY STATE

adult age desiring: FTF and/or PBM opponents for

NAME (in all caps) _
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CHOO-CHOO: Alister Macintyre, of Operation
Contact, is attempting to organize wargamer
caravans to travel from convention to convention
this summer. The idea involves determining a
central location where gamers can meet to travel
on interstate transportation at lower-priced group
rates (for instance: Allegheny Airlines is offering
a 33% discount when ten or more people fly
together). This may be especially valuable for
people who want to attend the Cincy Con on
June 17 & 18 and also the Fall River Con the
following weekend. If interested, drop Alister a
line at:2729 Stratford Ave., Cinn., Ohio, 45220.

THE FINAL REVISED CONVENTION schedule,
with last minute updates is printed below. For
details of specific conventions, contact the spon
soring organizations:

CONVENTION CALENDAR 1972

June 17 & 18 2nd Annual Cincinnati
(organized by Jack Hessel
brook)

June 23 & 24 & 25 SICL East Con II, BB Mas
sachusetts, Fall River, Mass.

July 8 & 9 WarCon III, Texas A & M
Campus (organized by
Michael Childers)

July 8 & 9 SICL South Con II, Birming
ha m Alabama (Harley
Anton)

July 14 & 15 4th Annual Columbus (may
be changed to 7 & 8)

July 22 & 23 IFW Chicago Chicago (also
DipCon Vj

July 28 & 29 IFW Eastern Convention,
Winsted, Connecticut

August 5 & 6 SICL CapCon I, Washington
DC suburbs

August 12 & 13 SICL L.A. Con V, USC, Los
Angeles, California

August 12 & 13 2nd Annual Toledo (date
maybe changed, organizer D.
Border)

August 19 & 20 I FW GenCon V, Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin (may be
changed 26 & 27)

Schedule prepared by Alister Wm. Macintyre,
2729 Stratford Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45220.

CONVENTION NOTES: Fall River (June 23, 24,
25) will be the first convention ever to run three
days (Friday thru Sunday). Many improvements
are expected over last year's effort. The aircon
ditioning system will be working properly in all
convention areas! Different parts of the ship will
be utilized, and more of the ship's interior should
be available for both convention participation and
sightseeing.

Chicago I and DiploCon V, under the com
bined banner of the International Game Show is
touted as being not only the I FW's biggest effort
to date, but also the biggest adult game show
ever presented in the United States.

PERSONALITY NOTES: The Avalon Hill Inter
national Kriegspiel Society (AH IKS) has elected a
new president. Omar DeWitt, a long-time leader
in the hobby, takes over the top office of the
organization he helped found. AH I KS is the
oldest gaming organization in existence today. If
you would like to participate in high-caliber adult

gaming, drop Omar a card at: 78 Wickham Dr.,
Williamsville, New York, 14221.

Also, we have been reliably informed that Gary
Gygax, player designer, and organizer, has "re
tired" from wargaming. H is parting leaves a
possible gap in the convention schedule for this
summer: GenCon IV, perhaps the most successful
of the summer conventions is in jeopardy of not
happening unless some club or group of individ
uals can assist in the planning and/or organiza
tion. Volunteers are urged to contact: Len
Lakofka 1806 N. Richmond St., Chicago, III.

NEW PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT. We have been
informed that the first "adult" magazine for the
well-equipped wargamer is currently available.
Edited and published by Don Juckett and Fonzy
Broussard, Shellshock includes: "Business Cards
for Wargamers," "Wargamer Special: Old Outfit
Contacts," "Captain Galaxy vs. Angelo De la
Morte vs. The Blobs." Send check for $4.00 for
twelve issues to: Donald Juckett, RD 2, Harpurs
ville, NY 13787. PEERINALIS is a journal of
Politico-Military Wargames produced by TTT Pub
lications and edited by Larry Peery, 816 24th St.,
San Diego, CA 92102. Subscription rates are five
issues for $2.00. Games reviewed include: Dooms
day, Suez, Vietnam, and The Cold War Game.
Wehrmacht is "a game of battalion level armored
warfare diverse enough to recreate any situation

in World War II or beyond including tactical
nuclear weaponry, four geomorphic mapboards,
326 mounted and cut counters, and comprehen
sive rule book." All for only $4.50. Send checks
to: Harold Totten, 4318 Johnson Road, Norton,
Ohio 44203.

WHAT A WAY TO GO DEPT.: One of the most
unusual wargaming scenarios ever to pass over
this desk appeared in the December issue of the
International Wargames. Written by I FW president
Len Lakofka, this miniatures scenario opens with
a German armored column cresting a hill to
unsuspectingly run smack into - GODZILLAI If
that wasn't enough, Len has concocted very
ingenious rules for this campy combat: Godzilla,
weighing in at 10,000 tons, 70' 1" tall, has the
ability to breath fire, stomp and/or flail to death
the mightiest of German tanks. The only way the
Germans can win is to pull the old tricks we've
all seen at the horror flicks. It is rumored that
Len's next scenario will be entitled General
Montgomery Meets The Munsters In a Sinister
Bavarian Castle-Fortress. Oh gee, can't wait ...

IN A RAR E DISP LAY of nepotism, Panzerfaust
magazine subscribers voted Co-editor Chuck Lane
as "Wargamer of the Year." Besides co-editing
PZFST, Chuck produced a popu lar varient of
Afrika Korps, aptly entitled Afrika Korps II. He
joins fellow past "Wargamers of the Year" John
Rancourt, Chris Johnson, and Len Kakofka.
Chuck narrowly edged out Tony Morale and AI
Nofi for top honors. AH's Tom Shaw was tied
for fourth place with the distinguished game
designer and collector Sid Sackson.

THE GENERAL
SECRET WEAPONS DEPT: The U.S. Army
Combat Development Command's Intelligence
Agency is currently using Avalon Hill's Blitzkrieg
game as one of their instructional aides in their
Intelligence Methodology course. A summary of
their findings will appear in the USACDC's
Arrowhead magazine. This further reinforces our
opinion that Blitzkrieg', besides being a best-seller,
has joined the ranks of Afrika Korps and Stalin
grad as a true "classic."

AFTER A LONG ABSENCE we are pleasantly
surprised to discover that D-ELIM magazine has
resumed publishing. Issues No. 11 and No. 12 of
this fine amateur magazine are currently available
for 50 cents each. Issue No. 11 is entirely
devoted to Panzerblitz; its history and develop
ment are explored in detail. The magazine is
available at 32-25 88th St., Jackson Hghts., NY.
11369.

WORDS TO WINCE BY: "Diplomacy is the art
of saying 'nice doggie' until you can find a rock."
(Thanx, J. Boardman)

SPARTAN INTERNATIONAL, INC. has in
formed us of the formation of the Spartan
International Multi-Player League as a subsidiary
of that corporation. The League plans to organize
and monitor multi-player PBM games and other
games that require a gamesmaster. Professional
bonded gamemasters will be available for a fee to
the League membership. Membership will be
$4.00/year which will include the League news
letter. Also, SIMPL is sponsoring its first annual
tournament of Origins of WWII. Deadline for
entry is August 12, 1972. Game fee is $2.00 for
members, $6.00 for non-members. Non-members
will receive a free one year membership if fee is
paid "within 60 days of tournament commence
ment." Contact: SIMPL, 5820 John St., Long
Beach, Cal., 90805.

LITERARY congratulations go to George Phillies
for his "Stalingrad - the Middle Game" - Part I
which barely edged out Richard Thurston's "Mid
way and the British Battle Fleet" for first place
in the subscriber's voting on best article of the
March issue. Other top vote getters were William
B. Searight for "Urals Before 1942"; Mathew S.
Buynoski for "Pincers ... another Panzerblitz
Situation"; and L.L. Baggett's "The Hundred
Days."

CONTEST NO. 48 winners had a hard time of it,
the answers proved to be rather elusive. Contest
No. 48 involved a need for a rather extensive
knowledge of our complete game line. Such
familiarization proved to be lacking among the
majority of the entrants. The correct answers
should have found the Russians playing PANZER
BLITZ for No.1; the Confederates romping in
Gettysburg '61 for No.2; and the rebels in
Chancellorsville for NO.3. The correct answer to
NO.4 was (d.); a secondary zone of control is a
zone of control in both Gettysburg and Chancel
lorsville. Sea movement was possible in 15 of our
titles.

Leading the contest winners were Dr. Paul W.
Bushman, Baltimore, Maryland; and Charles
Cottle of East Haven, Conn., who had 4 correct
answers. Other winners were: Bob Clifton, Valley
Stream, New York; Robert Olimski, EI Paso,
Texas; Joseph Hruby, Pacific Palisades, Calif.;
Tom Hurst, Whitewater, Wisc.; Jim Reilly, Ana
heim, Claif.; Paul Brent, EI Paso, Texas; John
Lindros, Wilmington, Del.; and Lowell Jackson,
Philadelphia, Pa.



OPPONENTS WANTED

We are average players of hish school age desiring
FTF and/or P 8M opponents for Anzio
Stalingrad, K-Spiel, A.K.K., D-Day, Origins,
Blitz, Pan-Blitz. Also seck members for Hoover
Avalon Hill Wargamc Qub. Will trade or buy
games. Mike Mannin, Pres., 1616 Colcsbury
Circle. Bimlaingham. Alabama. 35226.
E xpcrt player of adult age desiring FTF
opponents for all land & air AH & S&H games.
Also seck members for wargamcs club. Lt. R.!'.!.
Hardaway, Box 2, Nav. Sta" Adak, Alaska,
98791. Phone 579·2307,
Average player of adult age desiring FTF
opponents for Football Strategy. Also seck
members for OOPS Footb311 League 1972. Jim
Reilly, 200 Midway Dr., Lot 134, Anaheim, Cal.,
92805. Phone (714) 776-4166.
Will buy S&T, France 1940. R:mdy Maltingly,
22550 Al<,:aldc Rd.. S, Cupertino, Cal., 95014.
Phone: 257-8747.
Average player of high school desiring fTF
opponents for Bulge, Anzio. S-Grad, Panzer, or
your choice. Like to join club in Encino area.
Robert Allar. 17600 Calverl, Encino, Cal., 91316.
Phone: 345-1295.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponenls for Midway, 1914, L-Waffe, P-Blitz,
DB, D-Day, G-burg. Dan Erickson, 7868 Saginaw,
Fresno, Cal., 93727. I'hone: 291·6395.
Average player of high school age desiring FfF
and/or PBM opponents for Sialingrad, Blitzkrieg,
I'allzerblits. G:lry Fox. 4303 E. DOllner. Fresno,
Cal.. 93726. Phone: (209) 227-3398.
Expert player of college age desiring FfF
opponenls for Korsk. (Roger Whilney-Wherc arc
you?) Tony Vasquez, Jr. 4285 N. Palm, Fresno,
Cal., 93704. Phone: 229-3877.
Average player of collc];e age desirinJ; PBIII
opponents for Blitzelriq;, I'anzerblita. Gregory
Sheppard, 5789 Stow C:lIIyon Rd., Goleta, Cal..
93017. Phone: (805) 964-7028,
Expert player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for Stalingrad, A.K. Bulge. Erik
Ferguson, 73o-A RaleiJ;h, Glendale, CaL, 91205.
Phone; 247-4974.
Expert player of adult age desiring PBM
opponents for Bulge, W-loo. Also seek members
for 4th Reich. Adolph Hitler Jr.. 116 W.
Lockeford St., Lodi, Cal., 95240.
Will trade or sell games. (Luftwaffe. Anzio. 1914.
Kriegspiel). Patrick Carroll, 433 N. School St._
Lodi. Cal., 95240. Pholle: 368-2120.
Desire PBM opponents for Nuclear Destruction. I
am an official moder:llor. Bruce Webb, 5635
Llllrel Cyn Blvd No. HI, North Hollywood. Cal..
91607. Phone: (213) 762·7266.
Novice player of adult age dcsiring opponcnts for
JII AH and S&T games. Also seck members for
SIMPL, SICL. Will tradc or scll games. Mr. & Mrs.
Mark S. Boyce, 1950 Lanlalla. Apt 109, Oxnard,
Cal.. 93030. Phone: 485·3577,

Average player of high school age desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponents for Afrika Korps, Bat. of
Bulge, Waterloo. Stalingrad, Panzerblitz Origins of
WW 11. 1914. Bat. for Francc, Leipzig. Also seek
members for SICL. Jay Goldberg, 855 Muskin
gum, Pac., Pal.. Los Angelcs. Cal., 90272. Phone:
454-7021.
Novice/a\'er.tge player of adult age desiring: FTF
:lnd/or PBM oppollCnts for L-Waffe, Gelly'61.
Joseph M. Hruby. 14943 Camaros:l Dr.. Pacific
Palisades, Cal., 90272. I'hone; (213) 454-6358.
Novice player of high school age desiring FfF
and/or PBM opponents for P-Blitz, AK., Anzio.
SCOtl Weber, 30205 Via Borica. Palos Verdes
Penninsula, Cal., 90724. Phone: 377-8240.
Average play;:r of high school desiring FfF
and/or PBM opponents for Bulge, Anzio, PB. Will
sell games. Help. I have six games that must go
SOOll. Kit Knight, 2904 Weslon Way, Rancho
Cordo\':I, Cal., 95670. Phone: 363-1914.
Average pl:lyer of eolle];c age desiring FTF and/or
P13M opponenls for Midway. A.K., 1914, Krieg
spiel, BHtzkrieg, 1',lIIzcrblilz, Bismark, Jutland,
Luftwaffe. Waterloo, Al\zio. &ek info on nOI\-AH
games & magazincs. Bob Roedccker, 5376 Crest
Ave., Riverside, Cal.. 92503. Phone: 688-7801.
Average pl,.yer of adult age desiring FfF oppo
nents for Panzcrblitz, Jutland. Also seek members
for West Coast Defense League. Bob Kelso. Box
54, Rough and Ready, Cal.. 95975. Phone:
273-2790.
Novice, average player of :adult age desiring: FIF
and/or PBM opponents for Blitzkricg. SSG Louis
L Melton. 106th Medical Detachmenl, APO San
Francisco,_Cal., 96212. Phone: 264-4540.
Desire FIF 0pl>oncllU for SlITC. Also seek
members in Sonoma County for Schwerpunkl
and in Northern California for WCDL. Wayne
Praedcr, 1043 Hearn Avenue, Santa Rosa. Cal.,.
95401.
Average player of high school age desiring FIF
and/or PBM opponcnts for Blitzkrieg. James
Richardson. 126 S. Meadow Rd., West Covina,
Cal.. 91791. Pholle: 332-7950.
Expert player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for 1914, AK, S'Grad, Bulge, W·loo,
D-Day, P-Blitz, and Moscow. Will buy V-Boater
or Midway, Tanenberg or Normandy. Kevin
Thomason. 5516 S. Hoover Ave., Whittier. Cal..
90601. Phone: OX5-4945,
Avernge player of adult age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for P·Blitz, Anzio, Bulge, D-Day,
S-Grad, A. Korps. Will trade or sell Afrika Korps.
Bryan Hagel, 3010 Balaelava SI., Vancouver.
Britim Columbia. Canada. Phone: 738-7012,
Selling 1914, Krieg, Luft & P-Blitz as a package

OPPONENTS WANTED

tieal. highest & earliest bId over S15.00. David
Hill, 636Y, Ulica St., Denver, Colo.. 80204.
Phone: (303) 255-5090.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for AH and S&.T games. Also seek
members for SHAEF wargame club, Craig Ste
ensma, 47 Baylor, Pueblo, Col., 81005. Phone:
545-8714.
Expert player of college age desiring FTF oppo
nenls for AH & S&T games. Richard S. Griffith,
\9 Frederick St., Hartford, Conn., 06105. Phone:
$23-4724.
Average player of adUll age deSIring FTF oppo
nents for Bulge, S-Grad, D-Day, B-Krieg, 1914,
Midway, W-Loo. Will sell games of Gettysburg,
HexGJin (good condition) to best offer. John
Edward Lindros, 1428 Kynlyn Drive, Wilmington.
Del., 19809. Phone; (302) 764-1554.
NOVice, average player of adull age desiring rTF
and/or PBM opponents for P-Blitz, L-W3ffe.
B-Kriel & S&H games. Caplain Charles C. Hoag,
418 Eley Rd.. Eglin AFB, Florida, 36542. Phone:
885-7448.
Average player or high school age desiring FIF
opponents for L-Warfe, P-BliIZ, 1914, D-D:lY,
G-Canal, B-Krieg, Midway, Jutland, A. Korps. Will
buy games. Jim Krenz, 141 E. 23rd St.. Idaho
Falls, Idaho, 83401. Phone: 523-5097.
Average player of high school age desiring rTF
opponenls for W-Loo, 1914. S-Gr.td, D:uk Ages.
USN. Also seek to join wargaming Club in
Calumet Region. Seek info. on Flelcher Pratt's
Naval Rules. Lonny Alger, 225 N. Wood, Griffith.
Ind .. 96319. Phone: 838·6591.
Average,' expert player of adull age desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponents for P-blitz, BB, AK, BK,
alld others. SSgt. Roberl E. Tucker. 1239 Chan
\Ill', Grissom AFT, (ud" 46970. Phone: (317)
689-7965.
Novice, average player of high school age desiring
rTF .md PBM opponents for Blitz, Tactics II.
Will lrade game~. Dan Mewborn, Golamos Rd.,
Shelbyville, Ind .. 46176. Phone: (317) 398-4480.
Novice. player of college age desiring PBM oppo
nents for France. 1940. Raymond Hall. 2615 W.
Hollywood, Ch.icago, III., 60659.
Novice player of college age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for Midway, G-Canal, P-Blitz,
S-Gl'3d. W-Lao, NAW, Grenadier, Flying Circus,
Kursk, Combat Command, LoSI Ballles, Phalanx,
Leipzig. Will buy A_K. or BaIlie of Bulge.
Stephen Virostek, 5136 S. New England Ave..
Chicago, III., 60638.
Will sell Panzer~Blitz. Paul Giuliano, 2631 N. 75th
Ct., Elmwood Park, ill., 60635. Phone; 453-6017.
A\'crage player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for S-Grad, L-Waffe, B-Krieg. Also
seek members for WSS. Dan ~bloney, 2307 Park
Place, Evanston, Ill., 60201. Phone: UN9·0186,
Average player of college aJ;e desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for P-blilz (Russians), Luft. (Ger
mans), France 1940. Wish 10 join a wargaming
club in area. Fred Meddia, A.A., 9230 Ewing,
Evanston" 111., 60203. Phone: 679-4917.
Avel'3ge player of adull age desiring FfF oppo
nents for France '40 & Kursk. Ross Alan John~

son, 7902 Kingsbury, Hanover Park, 111., 60103.
Phone: (312) 837-6110.
Novice, average player of adult age desiring FIF
and/or PBM opponents for All AH games &
chess. Also seek members to Wargames Club.
Allen J. Lynch, 1894 Huntingston, ApI. D.,
Hoffman Estates, Lit, 60172. Phone: 882-436").
Expert player of high school age desiring FIF
and/or PBM opponents for Stalingrad. Also seek
to buy Phalanx. Paul DeVolpi, 603 Columbine,
Lisle, ilL, 60532. Phone: 964-1297.
Average player of high school desiring FIF
and/or POM opponents for B of B, D-Day,
L-waffe. Midway. Want to buy Anzio. Eric
Kirchner. 3849 Crestwood, Northbrook, m.,
60062. Phone: 272-6128,
Average player or high school age desiring FTF
:JIld/or PBM opponents for A.K. Jutland. Michael
F\lrlan. 314 Paris Av~., Rockford, 111., 61107.
Phone: 397-3045.
Novice pl:lycr of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for LuFtwaffe. Also seck to join a
club. Neil Rocco. 9230 Ewing, Skokie, 111.,
60076.
Average player or high school desiring FIF
opponents ror B of B. AK, Luft, PB, and Krieg,
Am illlerestcd in info on clubs. Craig Fudge,
Alburnett, Iowa. 52202. Phone: 842-2201.
Expert player of high school age desiring FIF
opponents for Kriegspiel or any wargame you
have. Jeff Boyce, RR 4 Box 161, Fairfield. Iowa,
52556. Phone: (SIS) 472-5822,
Average high school age desiring PBM opponents
for Blitzkrieg, Luftwaffe, Chess. Dan Thielen,
1206 23rd st., Harlan, Iowa, 51537. Phone: (712)
755·2512.
Average player of college age desiring FfF and/or
POM opponenls for Bulge, AK. Kevin Lucas, Box
622 Graceland College, Lamoni, Iowa. 50140.
Expert player of college 11J;e desiring PBM oppo
nents for Origins of WW II, France '40, S & T,
Bulge. Randolph J. Seger. RR2, West Branch,
Iowa, 52358.
Average player of high school desiring FIF
opponents for Kriegspiel. Also want inro on all
space war Iype games. Ron Nickelson. 332 Burus
Ave., Valley Center, Kans:as, 67147. Phone:
755·1669.
Average player college age desiring FTF oppo
nents for AH, Sim Pub, and $OM sports games.
Keywood Oleves, 1435 S. Limestone. Apt. 112
Lexington. Kentucky. 40503. Phone: 277-2528.
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Average player of college age desiring !-IF 0Pl"
ncnts for All Games. Also :seek members for
Louisville Watgamers Club. Nick Zehnder, 2413
Clarendon, Louisville, Ky., 40205. Phone:
458-1650.
Average player of high school age desiring FIF
opponents for all Ali. (wargames). Shelton
Hampton, 36 Ivory Towers, Winchesler, Ken·
tucky, 40391. Phone: 744-8175.

Novice player of high school desiring FTF and lor
PBM opponents for Blitzkrieg, Midway, L-Waffe.
Will lrade or sell Midway. Kelly Moorman, 318
Met< inley, Monroe. La., 71201. Phone'
32203235.

Expert player of college adull :1J;C desiring FTF
opponents for Simulalion, Publications & others.
Also seek members for New Orleans Wargamers.
Richard Cuccia, 1499 Athis SI., New Orleans,
La., 70122. Phone: 283-4641.
Average player of adult age desiring PBM oppo
ncnlS for Staling, Afr. Korps. Will trade or buy
games. Kennelh Libby. 17 School St., Waterville,
Maine, 04901. Phone: 872·2114
Average playcr of high school age desiring FTF
oppon,ents for B of [he B, A.K., K-spiel, Origins,
Bislllark, L-Waffee, P-Blitz (Beginner), and Diplo
macy. Steve Chilcote, 2829 Foxhound Rd., Elli
COli CilY, Md .. 21043. Phonl;: 465-7063.
Average player of junior high school age desiring
FTF opponents for Midway, Blitz, Panzer, Jut
land, 1914. Will trade or sell Kricgspiel. Paul
Dielz, 9017 Manordale Lane, illicolt, Md.,
21043. Phone: 465-6446.
Avcrage player of high school age desiring FTF
and lor PBM opponents for Afrika Korps, 1914,
Luft, Getlys, S-Grad, G-Canal, and Anzio. Joseph
Treadwell, Keeney Mill Rd .. Freeland, Md..
21053. Phone: 357-5891.
Aver:lge pl:lyer of high school age desiring FTF
and/or PB"l opponents for France 1940, P-blitz,
Luftwaffe, Blilskrieg. Tom Philo, 5400 Emerson
SI., Hyallsville. Md.. 20781. Phone: 864-5347.
Expert player of adult age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for Blitzkrieg. Str.ttegy I. William
Robertie, 33 Lexington Ave., Cambridge, Mass.,
02138. Phone: 547-0532.
Aver.tge player of college age desiring FTF oppo
nents for Luftwarfe, P-BHtz. Midway, D·Day,
Bulge. Marvin Levine, 70 Walnut St., Chelsea,
Mass., 021 SO. Phollc:884-9069.
Novice player of college adult age desiring FIF
opponcnts for Bulge, A.K., Mid S & T games.
Will trade or sell 1914 & Anzio. Dan Thurler, 42
Salcombe St., Dorchester, Mass. 02175. Phone:
436·7342,
Expert player of high school desiring FfF oppo
nenls for any game. Also seek members for S.S.
Liebstandarte. John Gordon, 3 Sun Valley Drive,
Framingham, Mass., 01701. Phone: 879-6186.
Avenlge player of high school desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponents for Several AH, Dippy,
Chess, some Sports, sOllie S&T. Also seek mem
bers for SICL, IFW, 2 or 3 others. Will buy
games. Jeff Di Trome, where are you? John
Hendry, 17 Price Rd .. Peabody, Mass., 01960.
Phone: 531-3537.
Novice of high school desiring PBM opponents
for Origins of WW 11. Willing 10 buy games.
Robert Robbing, 47 W. Canton Cir., Springfield,
Mass., 01104. '
College age player desiring FIF and/or PBM
opponents for Origins, Science Fiction Games.,
Diplomacy, Varianls. Also seek members for
Michigan Organized Wafgamers. Lewis Pulsipmer,
423 N. Main, Bellevue. Mich.. 49021.
Novice player of college age desiring rTF oppo
nCllts for Midway. L-Waffe, Bal. of Brit. &
olhers. Chad Margita, 14786 Lydia, E, Detroit,
Mich. 48021. Phone: 773-3294.
Novicc avera];e player of high school desirin]; FTF
and/or PBM opponents for AH Games, S&T Mag.
Gamcs. Bill Capolongo, 28210 New Bedford
Drivc, Farmington, Mich., 48024. Phone:
851-0142.
Novicc player of high school aJ;c desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponents for France, 1940. George
Paulik, P.O. Box 66, Manistee, Mich., 49660.
Novice playcr of junior high school age desiring
PBM opponents for Bulge, Stalingrad. John Van
Hare, 348 Highland Court, Plainwell. Michigan,
49080.
Aver:lge player of college age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for Grenaider, B-Krieg. Also seek
members for IFW Napoleonics Society. Tim
Tilson, 1117 Tweed, SaultI.' Ste. Maric, Mich.,
49783.
Novice player of high school desiring PBM oppo
nents for Blitzdrieg Basic. Larry J. Finazzo, Jr.,
22720 Furton, St. Clair Shores, Mich., 48082.
Phone: 294-1354.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
andlor PBM opponents for Luftwaffe, Blitzkrieg.
B of B. Les Lightstolle, 16091 Harden Circle,
Soulhfield, Mich., 48075. Phone: 557·4898,
Avcrage player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
ncnts for P.Blitz, A-K, Luftwaffe. Ken Ncisz,
904-10 ST., (nt'l Falls, Minll., 56649. Phone:
283-4087,

Average player of adult age desiring FTF oppo
nents for all A.H. war games. B,.rry McCain, 1879
Smallwood Drive, J3ckson, Miss., 39212. Phone:
372-5201.
Expert player of adult 3gC desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for all AH, Guidion, S&T. Also
:seek members for Boslon Area Cub. Allen
Nugent, Pillsbury Rd., Londonderry, N.H.,
03053. Phone: (603) 434-4087.
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Novice player of pre-high school age desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponenlS for all AH. Bruce Camp
bell, 01205 SW Maryfailing Dr., Porlland, Oregon,
97219. Phone: 636-7462.
Average player of college age desiring FTF oppo
nents for Waterloo, Korea, France, Phulanx,
Lcipeiz, others. Thomas Hilton, 252 74th STreet,
Bay Ridge, Brooklyn , N.Y., 11209. Phone;
I.E6-0830.
Average player of adult age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponents for B-Krieg, Tacticw II, a of B.
Patrick McCaffery, 882 Sayville Ave,. Bohemia,
New York, 11716. Phone: (516) 589-6255.
Average player of adult age desiring r-rF
opponents for France, Stal, Guad, Dark Ages,
Midway, and others. Gerard Calundann, 252 74th
St., Brooklyn, N.Y., 11209. Phone: 833-5069.
Expert phlyer of high school age desiring FTF
and/or PBM opponents for Waterloo, Gctlysbury,
P-Blitz. Seek members for CannaI.' Wargames
Club. Will sell K-Spiel, A-Korps, P-Blitz. Stephen
Caycedo, 50 Oarkson Ave., Bklyn. N.Y., 11226.
Phone IN9-3429.
Expert player of adult age desiring FfF and/or
PBM opponents for 5-Gr.td, prefer Germans. Mr.
Stephen R. Onyrscuk, 63 Turner Place, Brooklyn.
N.Y.. 11218. Phone: (212) IN9-6617.
Average player of college adult age desiring FfF
and/or PBM opponents for Afrika Korps. Thomas
G. Spirito. 77-14 25th Ave., Jackson Heights,
N.Y., 11370. Phone 429-4636.
Average player of adult age desiring FTF
opponents for all AH and S&T. Martin Reed, 341
Beebe Rd., Mineola, U, N.Y., 1150!. I'hone:
(516) 747-0335.
Average player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for :llmost anything. Also seek
members FTF Directory (NY-Ll area) Have to
dispose of invenlory: $1.50 for each (Thalsuis,
Pharsa!lIs, GranictLs, Breitenfeld) Inquire for info:
Stuarl Schoenberger, 240 Stephen Street, N.
Bellmore, L1, N,Y.. 11710. Phone: CAI-3976
Average player of adult age desiring FIF
opponents for Ah & S&T games. Craig Cassen, 10
Gerry Rd.. Poughkeepsie, N.Y., 12603, Phone:
462-6027.
Novice player of high school age desiring FIF
opponcnts for P-Blitz, 5-Grad, D-Day, 1914. Also
seek area wargaming dub, Michael Horn, 153
A7..3lea Road. RocheSler. New York, 14620.
Phone: 271-0204.
Novice, averJge player of adult age desiring
membership in any elub. Will scll Jutland. Rick
Kassel, 221 Greyslone Lane, Apt. 14, Rochester.
New York, 14618, Phone: (716) 442-9008.
Average player of high school <lge desiring "BM
opponents for Bulge, 01', Grief, D-Day. Will trade
or sell Dispatcher, Getty's, Hesx. Bob Clifton,
608 Wyngale Dr. West, Valley Stream, N.Y.,
11580.
Average player of college age desiring FTF
opponents for all AH games. DouJ;las W. Allen,
206 Teakwood Dr., Bayville, N.J., 08721. !?hone:
(201) 269-2887.
AverJge player of college agc desiring FfF
opponents for D-Day, Waterloo, A-K, Bulge,
Midway. Alfred Weisse. 18 Sterling Place, Glen
Rock N.J.. 07452. Phone: (201) 652-6884.
Novice player of high school age desiring FIF
opponents for AK, Anzio, D.Day, Bulge, B-Krieg.
Will buy games. David Wrenn, 17 Ri<lgewood
Ave., Hawthorne, New Jersey, 07506. Phone:
427-2326.
Average player of high school age dcsiring PBM
opponents for Gettysburg. Warren R. Schick, 18
Powhalan Path, Oakland, N.J., 07436. Phone:
337-5916.
Average player of college age desiring FIF and/or
PBM opponenls for Anzio, 5-grad, Bulge, 1914.
etc. Also S & T games. I'.lichael Beale, 467
Counlry Club Rd., Somerville, N.J.. 08876.
Phone: (201) 722-9176.
Novice player of adult age desiring PI3M
opponenls for AK. Bob Coupe, 594 Princeton
Blve.. Wenonah, Oak Vally, N.J .. 08090.
Average player of high school age desirin]; FfF
and/or paM opponents for G-Bur];, B-Krieg,
K-Spiel. Also FIF (Any they own). Also deek to
join or form club. Jim Graham 11I,3219 Country
Club Dr., Charlolle, N.C., 28205. Phone:
334-2243.
Expert player of adult age desiring FIF
opponents ror Waterloo, 1914, Jutland, AK,
Stalingrad, Bidway, Gll3dalcanal. Howard D.
Newby, (228·78·6320), HHC 2 Bn (ABN), 505th
Inf., ForI Bragg. N.C., 28307. Phone 396-2026.
Averdge player of high school PBM opponents for
Gettysburg, D-Day, AK, Bulge, Waterloo. Charlie
Whittlesey, 1426 S. 6th St., Fargo. N. Dakota,
58102. Phone: 232-7291.
Average player of junior high school age desiring
FIF opponcnls for G-Burg, D-Day, Jutland,
Origins. Robert Konath, 620 Sycamore Dr.,
Euclid, Ohio, 44132. Phone: 731-5564.
Averagc player of junior high school :lJ;c desiring
FTF opponents for Stalingrad, BlitZkrieg,
Panzcrblit7.. To become a member in a local club.
Wielze De Vries, 722 Beryl Dr., Kenl. Ohio,
44240. Phone 678-0957.
Average player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for chess. Chris Herrick, 122 West
Orchard, Lebanon, Ohio, 45035.
Expert player or high school age desiring "IF
and/or PBM opponcllls for Anzio. D-Day, Getty.
Midway, Canal, 1914, S-Grad, A.K., Jutland, and
several recent S and T. Also scek members for
new wargame club forming in area. Will trade,
buy, or sen games and PSM kits. James H. Nolt.
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2236 Stoner, Massilon, Ohio, 44646. Phone (216)
832-6708.

Average player of college "ge desiring PBM
opponents for 1914, D·Day, Panzerblitz. Tom
Powell, P.O. Box 435, Pataskula. Ohio. 43062.
Phone: (614) 9274691.
Average player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents for Afrika Korps. Also seek to join
local club. David Marchall, 328 Bunker,
Willowick, Ohio, 44094. Phone (216) 944-2244.
Blitzkrieg and SUllingrad opponents wan led. Will
be either side. Will hash out rules in both. Will
play all ehallcngers. John Hamilton, 3300
Snouffer. Worthington, Ohio. 43085. Attention
Sparta: I w:1I11 infornwlion on your club.
Average player 01 adult agc desiring rTF and/or
PBM opponcnls for any AH games. John W.
Nichols Jr., 2905 E. 51st, ApI. A, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, 74105, Phone: 742-2138.
Novice player of adult age desiring FTF
opponents for Stalingrad, Gettysburg. Wayne
Jones, 422 H:lrper Rd., Aliquippa, Pcnn.. 15001.
Phone: 457-7303.
Aver.lge player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for most AH games including games.
Also seek members for club in Wilkes-Barre. Tim
Sawyer, Crestview Dr., Dallas. Pa., 18612. Phone:
675-1637.
Average player dcsiring any age I:"TF and/or PBM
opponcnts for IllOSt Ah wargames. Wm buy non
AH wargames & disconlinued AH games. Robert
Bost, 6719 P:lschall Ave., Philadelphia, Pa..
19142. Phone; SA6-9159.
Expert player of :lUull age desiring FTF and/or
PBM opponenls for S·Grad, Bulge, A Korps. USN
& more. Lowell 1'. Jackson, 7232 Shalkop St.,
Philadelphia, Penn" 19128. Phone: lV3-6566.

Average player of'ad;llt age de~iring FrF opponenls
for G-bur];, W-Ioo. Tuctics, Midway. Bruce Allan
Brinser, 406 Me••dowview Lane, Pho<:nixville, Penn.,
19460. Phone: (215)'935-2393.
For Sale: Bulge, Midway, Anzio. Waterloo,
Phal:lnx. Darkagcs, Grenedier, Flying ligers,
Diplomacy, Alexander Great, Grunt, U.S.N.,
Lcnsmen, Centebiol1, Breaklhru, Waterloo II.
Excellent condition. Originally S90. Best offcr
takes all. David Tully. S86 Buttonwoods.
Warwick RI. Phone: (401) 739-3762.
Expert player of college age desiring fTF
opponents for any AH game. Also seek members
for JAGDPANTHER. Stephcn V. Cole, 1540'
Parr, Amarillo, Tcxas, 79106. Phone: 352-2163.
Average player of (:ollege age desiring FIF
opponents for AH games and military miniatures.
Also seck members for The Corpus Chrisli
Military Gaming Society. ArlieI.' J. Moore Jr.,
5913 O'Brian Srive. Corpus Christi, Texas, 78413.
Phone: UL2-2360.
Average player of college IIJ;e desiring FTF
opponenls for Jutland, Minilures, Also seek
members for EI Paso Wargamers. Paul Brenl,
3219 Nairn, El Paso. Texas, 79925.
Expert player of high school age desiring PBM
opponents any age for Blitz, Anzio, 1914, Chess,
Monopoly, Nuclear, Destruction. Wish to join
IFW or SPARTAN INT. David Callis, 5820
Tautoga, EI I)aso, Texas. 79924. Phone: (915)
751-5976.
Average playcr desiring FIF opponents for 37
AH games plus Diplomacy. Also seek members
for The EI Paso Wargamers. Robert Olimski, 3804
Quill Ct., EI Paso. Texas, 79904. Phone:
751-3314.
Average player of college age desiring PBM
opponents for Blit7.. Bill Fisher, 8967 S. Gessner,
Houston, Texas, 77036.
Average player of collegc age desiring FTF
opponents for Origins. Panzer, 1940, Luft. Also
seek members for a lOcal g:lIninJ; club. Will sell
games. Gregg Gallagher, Apt. 294, 1100 S. Barton
ST., ArlinJ;ton, Va., 22204. Phone: 892-2355.
Experl player of adult age desiring: FTF and lor
PBM opponenls for all AH games. Would like to
join club. Douglass MacPherson, 5110 S. Slh
Road. Apt. 209, Arlington. Va.. 22204.

Aver"ge player of high school age desiring FTF
opponents for Luftwaffe, Kriegspiel, Bismark,
Gettysburg, Bulge. AK. Origins, G-Canal, D-Day.
Don Stimson, 7934 Carrleigh Pkwy., Springfield,
Va., 22152. Phone: 451-7993.
Will trade or sell BHIZ, Anzio, Driegspiel, Afrika
Korps, Dunkirk, Alexander, Bastogne, Gettysburg.
David Walls. 416 W, View Ridge Dr., Everell,
Wash., 98203. Phone: AL9·3796.

AverJge player 01 high school age desiring
opponents for PBM, 1914, Blitz, Anzio, Bulge,
S-Grad, Anzio. Vietnam. Will buy Anzio PBM kit
Seth Fine, 3229 201h Ave. So., Seattle, Wa·sh.,
98144. Phone: PA2-1036,

Average player of adult age desiring 1-1'1-' analor
I'BM opponents for B-krieg, AK, olhers FTF.
Also seek to join local club. James Pendzick.
6711 W. Foresl Home Ave., Greenfield, Wis.,
53220. Phone 321-2659.

Novice pl:lyer ot high scnool desirlllg !-IF and/or
PBM opponents for Waterloo, BUlge, D-Day,
£.grad, Krieg. Steven Zaret, 4456 N. Ardmore,
Milwaukee, Wisc., 53211. Phone: (414) 332-5291.

Novice player of adult age desiring FfF and/or
PBM opponents for France '40. Thomas H. Hurst,
753 W. Main St.. Whitewater. Wisc" 53190.
Phone: 473-3721.


